
Motion Concepts- Technical Service Department 
Monday - Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm

USA: 888-433-6818

Canada: 866-748-7943

- i -

ImporImportant Inftant Inforormamation ftion for Dealeror Dealers s 
RReeggararding ding TTecechnical Serhnical Service Callsvice Calls

In order to service our customers efficiently and effectively, it is important that our Service Technicians
obtain as much information as possible to conduct an accurate diagnosis of the problem.  The following
list identifies important information that can be determined by Dealer Technicians prior to making the
initial service call.  By gathering this information in advance, it will greatly assist our Technicians during
their diagnosis and allow them to better isolate and resolve any problems.

Please review the Tech Troubleshooting Questionnaire (see below) to help isolate and/or
identify the problem. 

Please record the serial number (MC#) of the seating system.
(the system serial number is located on the seat frame; centered on the
front tube, or on the underside of the front tube as illustrated at right).
note: for potential electronic issues, electronic serial numbers are also
important for diagnosis (eg. control boxes, actuators)

Please have a copy of the system Installation Report and electronic Configuration Guide

(copies are located in a re-sealable plastic pouch on the underside of the seat pan)

If possible, please have the wheelchair and client present when contacting our Technical
Service Department

A multi-meter is highly recommended to assess and isolate electronic/ power related issues.

Front

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

GenerGeneral Infal Inforormamation:tion:

Powerbase Type: ______________________ System Serial No. (MC#): __________________

System/Features: � CG-Tilt     � Single Pivot     � Recline     � ESR (extended shear reduction) �PES     

� Precline      � Anterior Tilt      � PSB (power sliding back) � Power Legs      � Power Center Mount      

� Other: ______________________________________________________________________________

User Weight: __________ lbs. TRx System:  � New    � Old Powerbase:  � New    � Old

Description of the Problem:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Has the system been modified or had equipment added or changed? �Yes   � No

explain: ______________________________________________________________________________

TTech Tech Troubleshooting Questionnaireroubleshooting Questionnaire

Prior to Calling:

...cont’d next page
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I.I. ElectrElectronic/ Ponic/ Poowwer Rer Relaelated Issue:ted Issue:

Control Box Type (seating system): ________________    Controller Type (powerbase): ____________________    

TRx Switches?: �Yes   � No Functions thru Joystick?:   �Yes   � No

Questions/System Checks Yes  /  No
Are the batteries fully charged (25V or higher)? (see Battery Testing- p.132) �Yes   �No

............Actual Charge:  ______ V

Are the fuses OK (power harness fuse/ base fuse)? �Yes   �No

Manipulate wiring harnesses and re-check system- Is the system functioning? �Yes   �No

Does the Seating System function if you by-pass the Seating System? �Yes   �No

Does the wheelchair drive? �Yes   �No

……….Is the seating system in the neutral/ home position? �Yes   �No

Does the Red drive lockout (DLO) light come on? �Yes   �No

……….Does the Red DLO light remain on? �Yes   �No

Is the Control Box programmed correctly (see Configuration Guide)? �Yes   �No

Is it a new part installation? �Yes   �No

Are all cables/switches properly connected with no visible damage or cuts? �Yes   �No

Is the problem intermittent (day to day/ during tilt/ during elevating/etc…)? �Yes   �No

……….explain: _________________________________________________________

……….Are cable ties affecting the connection (too tight/ too loose)? �Yes   �No

Does it work with all available switches (TRx Switch/ Joystick/ Attendant Switch)? �Yes   �No

Is the switch/cable plugged into the correct port? �Yes   �No

Is there voltage (power) at the power harness (from battery)? (check with voltmeter- see p.101) �Yes   �No

Is there voltage (power) to the actuator? (check with voltmeter- see p.101) �Yes   �No

Has the original pre-tilt angle been adjusted?       �Yes   �No

............Actual Pre-Tilt: ______°

Are the mercury switches/ micro-switches functioning properly (Tilt/PES/DLO)? �Yes   �No

……….Is the angle/position of the mercury switch/micro-switch set correctly? �Yes   �No

……….Is there continuity in the mercury switches? (check with voltmeter- see p.100) �Yes   �No

II.II. MecMechanical Issue/ Defhanical Issue/ Defect:ect:

Questions/System Checks                                                                             Yes  /  No  
Is it a new part installation? �Yes   �No

Is the part damaged/ broken? �Yes   �No

……….how was the part damaged? explain: _________________________________

Is the system making a noise? �Yes   �No

……….when? � Tilting   � Reclining   � Elevating  

� Power Legs  � Other: _____________________

……….type of noise? � Grinding   � Squeaking   � Chattering   

� Other: _____________________________________

Has the system been lubricated? �Yes   �No

……….what type of lubricant was used? Lubricant: _______________________

TTech Tech Troubleshooting Questionnaireroubleshooting Questionnaire
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Give us your Feedback
Do you have a question, comment, or suggestion?  Please send us an e-mail or write
to us.   Whether it pertains to information contained in this Technical Manual, or to the
service you received from our Technical Support staff, or if it relates to the safety and
reliability of your TRx Power Positioning System, we want your feedback!

Visit our website at www.motionconcepts.com and stay in tune with what’s new at
Motion Concepts.  

Contact us:

info@motionconcepts.com

techsupport@motionconcepts.com

education@motionconcepts.com

About Concepts
Motion Concepts is a Toronto based company that designs and manufactures the TRx
line of Power Positioning Systems.  These systems were developed to provide effec-
tive positioning and pressure reduction for a wide range of disabilities.  The modular
design incorporates Center of Gravity Tilt, Power Recline, Extended Shear Reduction,
Power Elevating Seats, Power Legrests, Auxiliary Vent and Power Systems.  These
systems have been designed to easily install on most types of power bases.

In August of 2003, Motion Concepts was purchased by Invacare Corporation.  Invacare
is the industry leader in the $6-billion market for home medical products, manufacturing
and distributing the world's broadest product line to approximately 15,000 independent,
home medical equipment (HME) providers.  The day-to-day operation of Motion
Concepts remains unaffected by this acquisition.  Motion Concepts and Invacare are
committed to ensuring that our valuable providers will not experience any change in the
level of service, support and products they have grown to expect.

Our Mission at Concepts
At Motion Concepts we recognize the importance of independence and function.  We
are a dynamic team dedicated to service, manufacturing, and design excellence.  We
understand unique seating and positioning needs and continuously strive to enhance
our clients’ quality of life.

Who is Perpetual Motion Enterprise (PME)?
Purchased by Motion Concepts in September of 2002, PME has been a leading design-
er and manufacturer of electronic devices for the home healthcare, rehab, and wheel-
chair industries for the past 15 years.  PME products are used by most major wheelchair
and seating system OEM’s (original equipment manufacturers).  Motion Concepts works
closely with PME Engineers and Technicians to develop innovative new electronic
devices to operate our TRx Power Positioning Systems.  Typical PME electronics uti-
lized by Motion Concepts include multi-channel seat positioning controllers, single and
multi switch modules, wiring harnesses, position sensing switches and drive lockout cir-
cuits, to name a few.

TRD0157, Technical Training Manual, Rev 2.0 - January 20, 2006
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At Motion Concepts, our technologically advanced seating systems and electronics
are meticulously manufactured and tested to meet our strict engineering standards.  If
for some reason you need to return any of our goods, please contact our Canadian or
US Technical Support Department for assistance.

Once our technicians have confirmed that the goods may be returned to Motion
Concepts, you will be issued an RA number to validate the return.  All returns require

an RA number. Please note that all returned products are subject to inspection by
Motion Concepts to determine if they are in fact defective, damaged or otherwise oper-
ationally unsound.  Motion Concepts reserves the sole right to assess the condition of
returned products.

You will be asked to provide all pertinent information including the serial number of the
relevant TRx Seating System or electronic component, as well as a clear description
of the problem.  Returned goods should be received by Motion Concepts within 14
days from the issue date of the RA.  Please notify Motion Concepts if additional time
is required.  Failure to comply with these guidelines may result in a forfeit of any cred-
it amount.  Replacement parts will be shipped out within 2 business days from the date
of the initial claim.  Overnight shipping may be requested at the customer’s expense. 

You will be automatically invoiced for the value of any replacement parts.  A full cred-
it will be issued once the validity of the return has been confirmed by our technicians.
If we determine that the returned goods are not covered under warranty* or have been
subject to misuse or modification, no credit will be issued and the replacement parts
will be due and payable as invoiced (at net 30 day terms). 

(*For more details regarding Motion Concepts product warranty and disclaimer, please
refer to Section III.  Warranty Information (p.8).

Motion Concepts may, at our discretion, charge a 25% restocking fee on any returned
goods.

Important!- To ensure an accurate assessment,  please make certain that returned
goods are properly packaged to avoid any shipping damage.  Also to avoid delays, the
RA number must be clearly printed on the outside of the returned package.  (If more
than one RA is being returned, then ALL RA numbers must be referenced on the box).
Failure to to comply with this policy may result in the goods being returned.

2222....0000    ----     TTTTeeeecccchhhhnnnniiiiccccaaaallll     SSSSuuuuppppppppoooorrrr tttt     MMMMaaaatttteeeerrrriiiiaaaallllssss::::

II.  Return Authorization (RA) Process                   

Are you experiencing technical problems with your TRx Power Positioning System?
Do you have questions related to safety, electronics, system set-up and/or installation?
Let our knowledgeable team of technicians assist you.  We will do our best to resolve
your problems over the phone.  Call our Technical Support line:

Monday - Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm

USA: 888-433-6818

Canada: 866-748-7943

I.  Technical Support Line                                      
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Disclaimer
Motion Concepts makes no claims as to the therapeutic effectiveness of the products.  Our only claims

relate to the ability of the products to provide safe and reliable powered repositioning on the equipment

onto which they are installed. 

Limited Warranty
All structural components manufactured by Motion Concepts are warrantied to be free from defects in

materials and workmanship for the lifetime of the original owner.  Actuators and electronic components

are warrantied to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of two years. If during

the warranty period, any component is determined, at the sole discretion of Motion Concepts, to be

defective, such component will be repaired or replaced at the option of Motion Concepts.

The sole obligation of Motion Concepts under this warranty shall be to repair or replace any component

or components which are found to be defective.  For warranty service, contact the dealer from which

the system was purchased.  The purchaser of the product is responsible for returning the product to the

dealer.  Any defective component, once replaced under warranty, shall become the property of Motion

Concepts.  If further service is required, contact Motion Concepts USA at 1-888-433-6818 or Motion

Concepts Canada at 905-695-0134.

Limitations and Exclusions
The foregoing warranty shall apply only to the original purchase and shall not apply to product subject-

ed to neglect, abuse, improper operation, accidental damage or improper storage.  The warranty shall

not apply to products which have been modified or fitted with improper parts or components without the

written consent of Motion Concepts.  The warranty shall also not apply to a product which has been

damaged as a result of unauthorized repairs and/or by circumstances not under the control of Motion

Concepts.

The foregoing is exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including, without

limitation, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.  The warranty shall

not be extended beyond the duration of the expressed warranty provided herein.  Motion Concepts

shall not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages whatsoever.

Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusions or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or

limitation on the length of an implied warranty.  Local laws should be reviewed to determine if the above

exclusions and limitations apply.

2222....0000    ----     TTTTeeeecccchhhhnnnniiiiccccaaaallll     SSSSuuuuppppppppoooorrrr tttt     MMMMaaaatttteeeerrrriiiiaaaallllssss::::

III.  Warranty Information                                                      

- 8 -
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IV.  Ordering of Parts                                                            
the TRx Parts Manual
Our Engineering Department has created a detailed TRx Parts Manual for the numerous power posi-

tioning systems that have been developed by Motion Concepts.  Using Solid Works software, the parts

manual illustrates complete assemblies and sub-assemblies, by means of exploded parts drawings.

Each part/ component is identified and numbered on the drawings.  A Bill of Materials (BOM) (provid-

ed for each drawing) will provide the associated Motion Concept’s part number as well as a descrip-

tion of the part. (refer to Figure 1.0 and Figure 2.0 (p. 10-11)) for examples of our parts drawings) 

If you require a replacement part from any of our seating systems, simply call our Customer Service

Department and order the replacement by the part number and description stated in the TRx Parts

Manual.  The Parts Manual has also been made available on-line, so parts can also be referenced and

ordered via the Motion Concepts website at www.motionconcepts.com.

Please note that our TRx Parts Manual does not include any of our electronics.  A separate set of man-

uals for each of the three most popular powerbases (Invacare, Quickie and Pride) has been created for

our electronics.  These manuals contain specific wiring schematic diagrams for the various seating sys-

tem options available on each powerbase.  Each schematic diagram will identify the necessary cables,

harnesses, switches and relay boxes for a particular system and identify how/ where they are connect-

ed. (see Figure 4.0, p.31 for a sample wiring diagram).

If you require a replacement for any electronics/ power cables/ harnesses, or would like a copy of our

Wiring Diagram manuals, please contact our Customer Service Department for assistance.

Understanding the TRx Parts Manual
The Table below provides a list of the various prefixes used in our part numbers, as well as a brief

explanation for each.  These prefixes will appear in the BOM’s throughout the TRx Parts Manual.

Prefix Description Note

TRX Fabricated Part - part engineered by Motion Concepts

TRM Miscellaneous Part - purchased part (supplied as a finished good.)

TRH Hardware - purchased part (supplied as a finished good.)

TRC
Assembly Drawing 
(Assembled Part)

- each referenced TRC has it’s own drawing.  
- a TRC assembly drawing may also reference a

separate TRC drawing (see Figure 2.0)

TRA Actuators - purchased part (supplied as a finished good.)

NOTES
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IV.  Ordering of Parts                                                            
The following drawings (Figure 1.0 and Figure 2.0) are samples taken directly from our TRx Parts
Manual for reference:

FigurFigure 1.0e 1.0
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IV.  Ordering of Parts                                                            
FigurFigure 2.0e 2.0
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thethe J11 Sub-System  J11 Sub-System  vs. the J14 Sub-Systemthe J14 Sub-System
The J11 & J14 sub-systems were introduced by Motion Concepts in January 2001 and
are still utilized with some of our standard Center of Gravity Tilt systems.  These two
sub-systems are very similar in design, with the key variation being the orientation/
position of the actuator motor.  These different actuator motor positions allow Motion
Concepts to optimize the seat to floor height of the TRx seating system when installing
the sub-system onto the power base.  The design/ configuration of the power base will
ultimately determine which of these sub-systems is appropriate for the installation.   

I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                       

J11 Sub-Frame J14 Sub-Frame

actuator

seat frame

slider 

pivot

frame

actuator

thethe J14 PJ14 Pediaediatric Sub-Systemtric Sub-System

The J-14 Pediatric sub-system is utilized on
our smaller Pediatric Seating Systems.
This sub-system mimics the design and
actuator orientation of our standard J14
sub-system and incorporates the pediatric
seat frame. There are additional engineer-
ing modifications as a result of the smaller
size. The pediatric system typically applies
to TRx seating systems 15” x 15” or less.   

NOTES

pivot

frame

The modular sub-systems developed by Motion Concepts serve as the key interface
between the powerbase and the upper seating system.   These sub-systems are secured
to the powerbase via interface plates and/or mounting brackets that are uniquely
designed based on the type of powerbase and seating system.  The highly engineered
modules are the foundation of our Center of Gravity Tilt (CGT) systems, and ultimately
dictate the mounting position and seat to floor height of the seating system.   This section
identifies the various sub-systems that are available and when they are utilized.

NOTES
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the J14 Bariathe J14 Bariatric Sub-Systemtric Sub-System

The J-14 Bariatric sub-system is utilized with our
larger heavy duty Bariatric Seating Systems.  This
sub-frame also mimics the design of our standard
J14 sub frame, but it incorporates the sturdier
bariatric seat frame.  The bariatric system is typi-
cally suited for users weighing between 280-500
lbs.  

Note: An M51B hercules power booster and gas strut may be

required to assist the tilt actuator (please refer to the

Electronics Manual- provided separately- for more information).  

NOTES

The SL and SP systems are both integrated single
pivoting systems designed to accomodate user
who require a low seat to floor height.  The Super
Low system offers our lowest possible seat to floor
(STF) height, and may only be order as a Tilt-Only
seating system.  The Single Pivot option is typical-
ly offered with a slightly higher STF height than the
SL system in order to accomodate a Tilt/Recline
seating system. 

Both the SL and SP systems incorporate a
uniquely designed seat frame that can be installed
directly onto a powerbase using specially engi-
neered mounting/ support brackets.  

The Super Low and Single Pivot options are avail-
able for most popular powerbases (please contact
our customer service department or visit our web-
site for information).
(1Note: Rod ends will vary in size depending on the STF and
pre-tilt requirements; Spacers will vary in size depending on
the power base)  

actuator

rod end1

spacer*

SL seat

frame

NOTES

bariatric

seat frame

shown with gas strut installed

the Super Lothe Super Low (SL) System w (SL) System andand SingSingle Pile Pivvot (SP) Systemsot (SP) Systems

I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      
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the J14 PESthe J14 PES Sub-SystemSub-System

The J14 PES sub-system is utilized with our TRx
Tilt-Elevating Systems.  This sub-system combines
our standard J14 sub-system with an additional
interface plate. The PES actuator is then secured to
the interface plate via a separate mounting plate.
Note: The PES system is limited to a maximum
weight capacity of 280 lbs* for a 6” elevation or 225
lbs* for a 7” elevation.   The J14 PES sub-system is
not available on all powerbases.

NOTES

PES Actuator

Interface Plate

NOTES

the Lothe Low-Prw-Pro CGo CG Sub-SystemSub-System

The low-pro sub-system is designed for use with our
standard CG-Tilt seating systems, and may also be
interfaced with a power elevating seat (PES) mod-
ule to create a PES seating system.  The modular
compact design of the low-pro sub-frame allows for
a significantly lower seat to floor (STF) height than
our original J11/ J14 sub-frames.  The low-pro sub-
system also offers shorter seat depths for more
foreward and aft adjustment, as well as improved
adjustment with less shift during tilting. The compact
design is also capable of achieving a zero degree
pre-tilt angle.  

The Low-Pro sub-system incorporates the standard
low-pro seat frames. (Standard seat frame sizes
range from 16”- 24” widths).

Tilt Link

Slider

Seat Frame

Actuator

- 14 -

*NEW- January 2004*NEW- January 2004

In January of 2004,  Motion Concepts released the  Low-Pro CG Sub-System into the market. This

sleeker compact design was engineered to further reduce seat to floor heights and simplify the interfacing

of our TRx seating systems.  The Low-Pro modules were designed to replace the J11/ J14 modules

wherever possible, however some seating systems still necessitate the use of the earlier modules.

*Note: the PES weight capacities may be limited further
dependng on the type of powerbase used.

I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      
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I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      

NOTES

the Lothe Low-Prw-Pro Po Pediaediatric CG Sub-Systemtric CG Sub-System
The low-pro pediatric CG sub-system mimics the stan-
dard low-pro system, but with a narrower and shorter
seat frame for use with our smaller pediatric seating
systems.  This sub-system may also be interfaced with
a power elevating seat (PES) actuator to create a
pediatric PES seating system.  As with the standard
low-pro sub-frame, the pediatric low-pro can attain a
zero degree pre-tilt angle, and a lower STF height than
the original J14 pediatric sub-frame.  In addition, the
compact pediatric low-pro design allows for a lower
minimum seat frame size than the J14 pediatric.

The pediatric low-pro sub-frame accomodates low-pro
seat frame sizes ranging from 10”-15” in width. (the
J14 pediatric seat frame range is only 12-15”)

NOTES

the Lothe Low-Prw-Pro Bariao Bariatric CG Sub-Systemtric CG Sub-System

The low-pro bariatric CG sub-system mimics the
standard low-pro system, but with a wider overall
design for use with our heavy-duty seating systems.
The low-pro bariatric system can attain a zero degree
pre-tilt angle, and provides a lower STF height than
the J14 bariatric sub-frame.  In addition, the new
bariatric low-pro design reduces strain on the actua-
tor motor which will ultimately increase the life of the
seating system.  The bariatric system is typically suit-
ed for users weighing between 280-500 lbs.  
Note: An M51B hercules power booster and gas strut may be

required to assist the tilt actuator (please refer to the Electronics

Manual- provided separately- for more information).   

The bariatric sub-system accomodates low-pro
bariatric seat frame sizes ranging from 19”-24” in
width. (development is underway to increase the
bariatric seat frame size up to 30”).  

*NEW- June 2004*NEW- June 2004

*NEW- January 2004*NEW- January 2004
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NOTES

the Lothe Low-Prw-Pro PES Sub-Systemo PES Sub-System

The Low-Pro PES sub-system is utilized with our TRx
Tilt-Elevating Systems.  This sub-system combines
our Standard* Low-Pro CG sub-system with a PES
actuator secured to the base plate. (*The PES option
is also available with the Pediatric Low-Pro system1).
There are 3 forward and aft actuator mounting posi-
tions on each base plate.  The mounting location will
depend on the powerbase and the type of seating
system. 

Note: The PES system is limited to a maximum
weight capacity of 280 lbs^ for a 6” elevation or 225
lbs^ for a 7” elevation.   The Low-Pro PES sub-sys-
tem is not available on all powerbases.

(1Note: there is currently no power elevating seat (PES)

option available for the Bariatric Low-Pro system).

*NEW- January 2004*NEW- January 2004

^Note: the PES weight capacities may be limited further
dependng on the type of powerbase used.

I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      
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NOTES

the Ultrthe Ultra-Loa-Low CGw CG Sub-SystemSub-System

The standard Ultra-Low sub-system is designed especially for the latest compact powerbases. The fully
modular Ultra-Low CG system can provide up to 55° of tilt, 174° of recline and can also be adapted into
a power elevating seat (PES) system (6”- 7” of elevation).  The compact design of the ultra-low sub-frame
offers a choice of several low STF heights (17.25”- 20.25”; depending on the base). The Ultra-Low is
available in two separate design configurations: the first provides our standard 55””  of CG shift; the second
provides up to 77”” of CG shift for even better weight distribution in bariatric or vent applications, for
example.

The entire Ultra-Low platform also offers simple, infinite fore and aft adjustability (3-5” depending on base)
along the slotted channels of the various interface plates.  By changing these interface plates, the truly
modular platform can be simply interchanged from one power base to another.

The Ultra-Low CG sub-system is designed to utilize our existing low-pro seat frames. (Standard seat
sizes range from 16”- 21” W  x 15”- 21” D).

 
Tilt Link

Slider Ass’y

Seat Frame

Actuator *NEW- November 2005*NEW- November 2005

In November 2005,  Motion Concepts released the  new Ultra-Low CG Sub-System into the

market.  This truly modular and highly adjustable system evolved directly from our highly

regarded Low-Pro design.  The Ultra-Low system has been engineered to provide even more

adjustability, versatility and lower seat-to-floor heights than our innovative Low-Pro system.  

Platform

(Ultra-Low with 5” CG shift shown)
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I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      

NOTES

the Ultrthe Ultra-Loa-Low Pw Pediaediatric CG Sub-Systemtric CG Sub-System
The Ultra-Low Pediatric CG sub-system mimics the
standard Ultra-Low system, but utilizes narrower and
shorter seat frames for use with smaller pediatric
seating systems.  As with the standard ultra-low system,
the Pediatric Ultra-Low CG sub-system offers the same
low STF heights, with a high degree of adjustability and
versatility.   The pediatric sub-system is fully modular
and can provide up to 55° of tilt, 174° of recline and
may also be adapted into a pediatric power elevating
seat (PES) system (with 6”- 7” elevation). The
Pediatric Ultra-Low sub-system utilizes 5” of CG shift. 

The Pediatric Ultra-Low sub-system is designed to
accomodate our existing low-pro seat frames.
Available seat sizes for this pediatric system range
from 10”- 15” W  x 10”- 14” D.

the Ultrthe Ultra-Loa-Low Bariaw Bariatric CG Sub-Systemtric CG Sub-System

The Ultra-Low Bariatric CG sub-system also mimics
the standard ultra-low system, but with a 2” wider
overall design for integration with our heavy-duty
seating systems and higher weight capacity power-
bases.  The bariatric ultra-low sub-system provides
up to 7” of CG shift and offers a weight capacity of
300-500 lbs (note: weight capacity is dependent on
powerbase). The modular ultra-low bariatric system
provides up to 45° of tilt and 155° of recline (note: may
be reduced to 35° of tilt and 135° of recline depending on client).
A power elevating seat (PES) option is not available
with the bariatric sub-system. 

The bariatric ultra-low utilizes our existing low-pro
bariatric seat frames and is offered in seat sizes ranging
from 19”-24” in both width and depth. (Custom 25”-
32” seat sizes are also available via our RFQ process)

*RFQ= Request for Quotation custom orders

*NEW- December 2005*NEW- December 2005

*NEW- December 2005*NEW- December 2005

Tilt Link

Down Limit Switch
(to prevent actuator

motor run-on)

(Bariatric Ultra-Low with 7” CG shift)

45° tilt angle shown
Slider Ass’y

Note: An M51B hercules power booster comes standard with all

bariatric systems to assist the tilt actuator (please refer to our

Electronics Manual- provided separately- for more information). 
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I.  Modular Sub-Systems                                                      

NOTES

the Ultrthe Ultra-Loa-Low CG Sub-System w/ PESw CG Sub-System w/ PES

The Ultra-Low CG sub-system with PES is utilized for
our TRx Tilt-Elevating Systems.  This sub-system
combines our Standard or Pediatric Ultra-Low CG
sub-system with a PES actuator secured to the base
plate (platform).  The PES actuator may be interfaced
with either configuration of the Ultra-Low platform
(i.e.; the 5” CG shift, or the 7” CG shift). Our base
plate sizes are designed with three forward and aft
mounting positions to which the PES actuator can be
installed. The appropriate mounting location will vary
depending on the individual user, the powerbase and
the configuration of the seating system (An Ultra-Low
PES system must be carefully evaluated to ensure
the end user has optimum wheelchair stability over its
full range of seating functions)

Note: The PES system is limited to a maximum weight
capacity of 280 lbs^ for a 6” elevation or 225 lbs^ for
a 7” elevation.  The Ultra-Low PES sub-system is not
available for all powerbases.

*NEW- November 2005*NEW- November 2005

^Note: the PES weight capacities may be limited further
dependng on the type of powerbase used.

optional fore/aft
mounting positions

Ultra-Low
Base Plate

PES Actuator

Ultra-Low/PES System
with 5” CG shift 
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II.  TRx Seat Frames                                                        

J11/ J14 SeaJ11/ J14 Seat Ft Frrames ames 

Our original TRx J11/ J14 Seat Frames are designed to accomodate a wide variety of seat width and
depth combinations.  Our standard  J11/ J14 and J14 medium seat frame sizes vary from 16” to 24”
widths, however sizes can range from 12” widths on our J14 pediatric seat frames up to 30” widths on
our heavy duty J14 bariatric frames (please refer to Figure 3.0: Seat Frame Reference Table, p.23).
Each style of the original seat frame is engineered differently based on the type of TRx seating system
to which it is intended.  The style of seat frame will typically correspond with the type of modular sub-
system to which the seat frame is installed. (Refer to part I. Modular Sub-Systems, for more information). 

J14 Bariatric Seat Frame

J11/ J14 Standard Seat Frame

NOTES

J14 Pediatric Seat Frame

J14 Medium Seat Frame

All of our J11/ J14 seat frames are designed to be width and depth adjustable..  These adjustments are
made via the seat side frame (not shown).  The width is adjustable in 1” intervals, with a 3” total range*

of adjustment for each seat frame (eg. 16-18”, 19-21” etc...).  The depth of the seat is also controlled
by the type of seat side frame installed.   For a list of available seat side frames, please refer to Figure
3.1- Seat Side Frame Selection (p.24).
*Note: the J14 pediatric seat frame offers a 4” range of width adjustability (12-15”) 

The TRx Seat Frame is the supporting structure to which the seat pan and seat cushion is secured. The
seat frame links the upper seating system with the modular sub-system. Each seat frame is uniquely
engineered and comes in various styles and sizes depending on the type of power positioning system
and modular sub-system to which it is being applied.  This section identifies the various seat frame
styles that are available and where/ when they are utilized.
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II.  TRx Seat Frames                                                        

LoLow-Prw-Pro Seao Seat Ft Frrames ames 

Our TRx Low-Pro Seat Frame was introduced as a new frame in January of 2004.. This low-pro seat
frame is part of a seating sub-system that is designed to be more compact than our original J11/ J14
sub-systems.  These seat frames are also designed to accomodate a wide variety of seat width and
depth combinations.  Four different low-pro seat frames are available: Low-Pro (standard), Pediatric,
Medium, and Bariatric. The seat frame sizes can range from 10” widths on our low-pro pediatric seat
frame up to 24” widths on our low-pro bariatric seat frames (please refer to Figure 3.0: Seat Frame

Reference Table, p.23).  Each style of the low-pro seat frame is engineered differently based on the
type of TRx system to which it is being applied.   The style of seat frame will typically correspond with
the type of modular sub-system to which the seat frame is installed. (Refer to part I. Modular Sub-

Systems, for more information). 

All our TRx low-pro seat frames are designed to be width and depth adjustable.  These adjustments
are made via the seat side frames (not shown).  The width is adjustable in 1” intervals, with a 3” total
range of adjustment for each seat frame (eg. 16-18”, 19-21” etc...).  The depth of the seat is also con-
trolled by the type of seat side frame installed.   For a list of available seat side frames, please refer to
Figure 3.1- Seat Side Frame Selection (p.24).

Low-Pro Bariatric

Low-Pro (standard) Low-Pro Pediatric 

Low-Pro Medium

UltrUltra-Loa-Low Seaw Seat Ft Frrames ames 

Our new Ultra-Low sub-system was an extension of the Low-Pro sub-system and as such was
designed to accomodate the existing Low-Pro seat frames.  As with the Low-Pro seat frames, the width
adjustments are made in 1” increments via the seat side frames (up to 3” total adjustment).  However
due to the high degree of versatility and adjustability of the new Ultra-Low sub-system, the same wide
range of seat side frames is no longer needed to adjust the seat depth. 

Please see Section 5.0 Mechanical Adjustments- Ultra-Low Seat Width & Depth Adjustment
(p.61) for specific details on the Ultra-Low seat side frames and seat width/depth adjustments.
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II.  TRx Seat Frames                                                        

RRececline-Onlline-Only Seay Seat Ft Frrames ames 

Our TRx Recline-Only seat frame is fixed to the wheelchair base (unlike our other seat frames that are
designed to tilt after installation).  These seat frames are available in three standard seat frame sizes
that range from a 16” width up to a 24” width (please refer to Figure 3.0: Seat Frame Reference

Table, p.23).  The recline-only seat frames can be adjusted to accomodate a wide variety of seat width
and depth combinations.  These adjustments are made via the seat side frames (not shown).  The width
is adjustable in 1” intervals, with a 3” total range of adjustment for each seat frame (eg. 16-18”, 19-21”
etc...).  The depth of the seat is also controlled by the type of seat side frame installed.  For a list of
available seat side frames, please refer to  Figure 3.1- Seat Side Frame Selection (p.24).

PPlleeaassee  NNoottee::  Custom seat sizes are available for any customers with special needs.

Although we may be limited to the capabilities of the power base, Motion Concepts will

make every attempt possible to meet any special requirements for the user.  

Super LoSuper Low Seaw Seat Ft Frrames (ames (also refered to as SingSingle Pile Pivvot)ot)

Our TRx Super Low (SL) or Single Pivot (SP) seat frame has fixed pivot points at the rear of the seat
frame that are designed for mounting directly to the powerbase via specially engineered brackets.  This
SL/SP seat frame is designed to produce seating systems with very low seat to floor (STF) heights, and
it is typically only available as a Tilt-Only system due to the lower STF height.  However, an option is
available on certain powerbases for a single pivot seating system with Tilt and Recline (please contact
our customer service department for more information). 

These SL/SP seat frames are available in three standard seat frame sizes that range from a 16” width
up to a 24” width (please refer to Figure 3.0: Seat Frame Reference Table, p.23).  These seat
frames can be adjusted to accomodate a wide variety of seat width and depth combinations.  The
adjustments are made via the seat side frames (not shown).  The width is adjustable in 1” intervals, with
a 3” total range of adjustment for each seat frame (eg. 16-18”, 19-21” etc...).  The depth of the seat is
also controlled by the type of seat side frame installed.   For a list of available seat side frames, please
refer to  Figure 3.1- Seat Side Frame Selection (p.24).

NOTES

NOTES
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II.  TRx Seat Frames                                                        

FigurFigure 3.0 - Seae 3.0 - Seat Ft Frrame Rame Refefererence Guideence Guide1

1Note: A variety of seat frames are available to meet the specific needs of the end user.  Figure 3.0 above shows the
seat frames available at the time of printing this technical training manual.  Please refer to our TRx Parts Manual for
the most current revision (TRC0408) of this and any other parts drawing.

Note: italics denote non-standard applications
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II.  TRx Seat Frames                                                        

FigurFigure 3.1 - Seae 3.1 - Seat Side Ft Side Frrame Selectioname Selection1 (does not apply to Ultra-Low systems)

1Note: A variety of seat side frames are available to establish the seat depth and width of a power positioning system, in
order to meet the specific needs of the end user.  Figure 3.1 above shows the seat side frames available at the original
printing of this technical training manual.  Please refer to our TRx Parts Manual for the most current revision
(TRC0407) of this and any other parts drawing.
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III.  Actuators                                                                        
Motion Concept’s uses power actuators to operate our TRx power positioning systems.  Different
actuators are used to perform different functions (i.e.; tilt, recline, elevate, etc.) depending on the size
and configuration of the seating system.  In order reduce confusion when wiring our systems, Motion
Concepts uses color coded a-mode connectors to identify the actuator type/ function.  The following
table shows the typical color coding system:

A-Mode

Connectors
Polarity Actuator Type/ Function

Blue

Black

Positive

Negative
Tilt Actuator and/or  Elevating Actuator

White

Black

Positive

Negative
Recline Actuator

Yellow

Black

Positive

Negative
Power Leg Actuator/ PSB1

Note that each actuator can be uniquely wired in order to achieve the appropriate motor function.  
i)    If an actuator is wired ‘positive over negative’, this will create a pushing action (the actuator rod

begins fully retracted and extends outward).  
ii)   If an actuator is wired ‘negative over positive’, this will create a pulling action (the actuator rod

begins fully extended and retracts inward).  

By separating the a-mode connectors and reversing the orientation of the individual connectors, the
‘push’ actuator can become a ‘pull’ actuator.  The black a-mode connector will always be negative,
and the colored a-mode connector (Blue, White, or Yellow) will always be positive.  See photos below
illustrating the change from positive over negative to negative over positive using a Tilt Actuator (blue
& black a-modes).

A reference list of Motion Concepts actuators is provided in Table 1.0 - Common Actuators (p.26), and
includes the typical application and the stroke length of our standard actuators. (Note: The stroke
length of an actuator can vary depending on the type of actuator and is dictated by the seating system
function for which it is required).

Tables 2A. and 2B. - System/ Actuator Matrix (p.27-28) serve as a reference matrix that identifies
several of our common seating systems  (sorted by base manufacturere and base type) along with their
required tilt actuator and associated rod end.   

For more information on rod ends, please also see Section 5.0- XIII. Rod End Adjustments (p.99)

Positive over Negative Negative over Positive

positive a-mode

separate the a-modes & re-
attach in the inverse position

negative a-mode

- 25 -

1 Important!:  Certain legrest actuators and power sliding back (PSB) actuators can be manufac-
tured with either a “left-handed’ or “right-handed” motor.  A left-handed motor will have reverse
polarity, and will therefore be wired negative over positive. 
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III.  Actuators                                                                        

Actuator Type Stroke Gear Ratio1

TRA0042 Elevating 7” Lift 20:1

TRA0047 Elevating 8” Lift 20:1

TRB0311-7 Elevating 7” Lift 20:1

TRB0311-6 HD Elevating 6” Lift 20:1

TRA0192 Right Leg/ PSB* 5” 20:1

TRA0264 Left Leg 5” 20:1

TRA0235 Right Leg 6” 20:1

TRA0266 Left Leg 6” 20:1

TRA0205 Leg 7” 20:1

TRA0208 PSB* (right motor) 3” 20:1

TRA0265 PSB* (left motor) 3” 20:1

TRA0209 Leg/PSB* 4” 20:1

TRA0219 Leg 5” 20:1

TRA0378 Tilt 5” 20:1

TRA0440 Tilt 4” 20:1

TRA0458 Recline 3” 40:1

TRA0489 Tilt 5” 40:1

TRA0547 Tilt 2” 40:1

TRA0548 Tilt 3” 40:1

TRA0564 Recline 6” 40:1

TRA0571 Tilt 3” 40:1

TRA0572 Tilt 7” 40:1

TRA0602 Tilt 6” 40:1

TRA0660 Tilt 4” 40:1

TRC0384 Left Leg 6” 20:1

TRC0385 Right Leg 6” 20:1

Table 1.0 - Common Common ActuaActuatortorss

Actuator Types:

Tilt / Recline

Actuator
Power Leg Actuator

PES-Only

Actuator PES

Actuator

1 Note- the higher the gear ratio, the more powerful the push or pull action of the actuator.

PSB- Power Sliding Back
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III.  Actuators                                                                        
Table 2A. - System/ System/ ActuaActuator Mator Matrixtrix

Powerbase Seating System Actuator Rod End Stroke

3G Storm Tilt Classic TRA0378 2.50" 5"

3G Storm Super Low TRA0378 2.00" 5"

3G Storm CG Tilt Kit TRA0548 2.50" 3"

3G Storm CG Tilt Kit GB TRA0548 2.50" 3"

3G Storm J-11 CG System TRA0602 2.00" 6"

3G Storm J-14 System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

3G Storm Low Pro TRA0660 1.75" 4"

3G Storm Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

3G Storm Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

M94 Low Pro TRA0660 1.75" 4"

M94 Low Pro Bariatric TRA0489 2.25" 5"

M94 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

M94 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

M94 Ultra Low Bariatric TRA0572 1.75" 7"

M91 Super Low TRA0660 2.25" 4"

M91 J-14 System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

M91 J-14 Medium System TRA0548 3.25" 3"

M91 Low Pro TRA0660 1.75" 4"

M91 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

M91 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

M71 J-14 System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

M71 J-14 Medium System TRA0548 3.25" 3"

M71 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

M71 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

TDX Super Low TRA0660 2.00" 4"

TDX CG Low Pro TRA0548 2.25" 3"

TDX Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

TDX Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

TDX Pediatric CG Low Pro TRA0547 2.50" 2"

TDX J-14 System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

TDX J-14 Medium System TRA0548 3.25" 3"

Power Tiger Tilt Interface Kit TRA0660 2.50" 4"

X-Terra J-11 CG System TRA0602 2.25" 6"

Lateral Tilt Storm Side Tilt System TRA0547 1.75" 2"

Lateral Tilt TDX Side Tilt System TRA0547 2.00" 2"

Latitude Scooper System TRA0489 1.75" 5"

Solara CG Tilt TRA0660 contact MC 4"

Invacare
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3333....0000    ----     BBBBaaaassssiiiicccc    SSSSttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrraaaallll     CCCCoooommmmppppoooonnnneeeennnnttttssss::::

III.  Actuators                                                                        
Table 2B. - System/ System/ ActuaActuator Mator Matrixtrix

Jazzy 1420 Super Low TRA0660 1.75" 4"

Jazzy 1420 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Jazzy 1420 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Jazzy 1400 J-14 System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

Jazzy 1400 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Jazzy 1400 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Jazzy 1122 J-11 CG System TRA0602 2.00" 6"

Jazzy 1122 Super Low TRA0660 1.75/2.75" 4"

Jazzy 1122 Low Pro TRA0660 1.75" 4"

Jazzy 1122 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Jazzy 1122 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Jazzy 1113 CG Tilt TRA0489 2.50" 5"

Jazzy 1113 J-14 Medium System TRA0548 3.25" 3"

Jazzy 1121 Super Low TRA0660 1.75" 4"

Jazzy 1121 CG Tilt TRA0489 2.50" 5"

Qauntum Blast J-14 CG System TRA0489 2.50" 5"

Quantum Blast Super Low TRA0660 1.75" 4"

Quantum Blast Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Quantum Blast Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Jazzy 1650 J-14 CG Sytsem TRA0489 2.50" 5"

Jazzy 1650 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Jazzy 1650 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Jazzy 1650 Barriatric Single Pivot Tilt TRA0383 Old Gold Style 4"

Sunrise 525 CG Tilt TRA0548 2.75" 3"

525 Lateral Tilt Scooper System TRA0548 1.75" 3"

626/646 Barriatric Low Pro TRA0489 2.25" 5"

626/646 Low Pro TRA0660 1.75' 4"

626/646 J-11 CG System TRA0602 2.00" 6"

Sunrise 626 (old Style) CG Tilt TRA0571 2.25" 3"

Sunrise 424 CG Tilt System TRA0571 3.00" 3"

Sunrise P220/222 CGTilt System TRA0602 2.00" 6"

Sunrise P220/222 Super Low TRA0660 4.00" 4"

Sunrise P220/222 Ultra Low 5" TRA0489 2.00" 5"

Sunrise P220/222 Ultra Low 7" TRA0572 1.75" 7"

Sunrise P320 CG Tilt System TRA0660 2.75" 4"

Recline(J11, J14) J11/J14 T/R System TRA0564 2.00" 6"

Low Pro/ULT Recline LP/ULT T/R System TRA0489 3.88" 5"

Quickie/ Sunrise Medical

Pride Mobility
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IV.  Motor Control (Relay) Boxes                                          
All control boxes used by Motion Concepts are manufactured by Perpetual Motion Enterprises (PME).
The control box or relay box is the heart of the TRx Power Positioning System.  It is responsible for
controlling the individual actuator/ motor functions and the drive lockout.  The number of motor func-
tions (tilt, recline, elevate etc...) required to operate the seating system will generally dictate which con-
trol box is required for a specific power positioning system.  Each control box will require some varying
degree of programming by means of internal dip switches, program dials and/or jumpers. Wherever
possible our control boxes and electronics have been designed to be programmable with Pride, Quickie
and Invacare powerbases.(Note: please refer to Section 4.0- part II. Programming & Adjustment

(p.35) for detailed information on programming control/relay boxes). 

Control boxes can vary considerably in their complexity.  Our single and dual function control boxes are
available with either “Standard” or “Enhanced” electronics. Our standard electronics provide simple but
effective hard-wired units with limited features and limited programming/ adjustment capabilites.  Our
enhanced control boxes contain ‘plug-in’ ports and offer the end user greater flexibility in terms of pro-
gramming and adjustment.  Our multi-function control boxes (3 or more functions) contain state of the
art electronics and provide the ultimate flexibility for programming a power positioning system. 

3333....0000    ----     BBBBaaaassssiiiicccc    SSSSttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrraaaallll     CCCCoooommmmppppoooonnnneeeennnnttttssss::::

NOTES

Single Function Box
(enhanced electronics)

Multi Function BoxDual Function Box
(standard electronics)

Back

Front

NOTE: Detailed information on each individual relay/control box can be found in the Motion

Concepts Electronics Manual (provided separately) 
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3333....0000    ----     BBBBaaaassssiiiicccc    SSSSttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrraaaallll     CCCCoooommmmppppoooonnnneeeennnnttttssss::::

V.  Wiring Harnesses                                                            
The wiring harnesses used by Motion Concept’s are also manufactured by Perpetual Motion
Enterprises (PME).  A wide variety of wiring harnesses are needed in order to bring a TRx power posi-
tioning system to life.  The common wiring harnesses used on our seating system would include power
cables, actuator harnesses, and limit harnesses.  With some of our more complex power positioning
systems there is often a need for additional harnesses and cables to operate the systems safely and
effectively. 

Due to the often complex wiring configurations, Motion Concepts has created detailed wiring schemat-
ic diagrams & instructions for each of our seating systems to assist Technicians.  These wiring schemat-
ics have been assembled in three separate Wiring Diagram Manuals* for each of the major powerbase
manufacturers (Invacare, Quantum and Quickie). Please refer to Figure 4.0 (p.31) for a sample of a
wiring diagram from one of our multi-function relay boxes.

*please contact Motion Concepts for a copy of the individual Wiring Manuals. 

NOTES

Power Cable
eg. C78 (Invacare) power cable

Limit Harness
eg. C44B dual limit harness

Actuator Harness
eg. C45B-18 (4 motor) harness)

Power Cables- draw power from the base (via the batteries or through the controller) in order to oper-
ate the power positioning system.  The power cable is the first link in the series of wiring harnesses and
typically connects into the actuator harness. Power cables vary in style and configuration depending on
the power base manufacturer and may also vary for different powerbase models from the same man-
ufacturer.  

Actuator Harnesses- link the power cables to the control/relay boxes and distribute the power to the
individual motors on the TRx Power Positioning Systems.  There are three basic types of actuator har-
nesses used with our seating systems: Single Motor, Dual Motor and Four Motor.

Limit Harnesses- are controlled via the relay box and may be connected to the relay box via an input
port, or they may be hard-wired directly to the relay box.  Motion Concepts uses two styles of standard
“plug-in” limit harnesses: Dual Limit and Four Limit. (Note: These harnesses are connected to the actu-
al limit switches (i.e.; mercury switches/ microswitches/ roller switches) Please refer to Section 4.0-

part II. Programming & Adjustment (p.43) for detailed information on limit switches. 

NOTE: Detailed information on each individual relay/control box can be found in the Motion

Concepts Electronics Manual (provided separately) 
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3333....0000    ----     BBBBaaaassssiiiicccc    SSSSttttrrrruuuuccccttttuuuurrrraaaallll     CCCCoooommmmppppoooonnnneeeennnnttttssss::::
V.  Wiring Harnesses                                                            

FigurFigure 4.0 -  Sample e 4.0 -  Sample WWiring Diairing Diaggrram**am**

**Note: Figure 4.0 above illustrates a valid wiring diagram for our Helix 2.0 Control Box at the time of printing the technical
training manual. Wiring Diagrams are created & controlled by Motion Concepts for each of the major powerbase manufacturers
(Invacare, Pride and Quickie). Up-to-date wiring diagrams are provided for reference with each specific seating system.
Please contact our Technical Service Dept. regarding any wiring issues or concerns. 
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4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

I.  Electronics Overview                                       
All of our TRx Power Positioning Systems are equipped with state of the art electron-
ics to ensure simple and safe operation of the seating system.  The electronics are the
life-line of the power positioning system and care must be taken when setting up each
system to ensure that it is operating within safe operating limits for the client.  There
is a wide array of electronic options available, depending on the complexity of the
seating system to which they apply and on the type of powerbase on which they are
installed.  As described in Section 3.0- Basic Structural Components, there are two key
structural components that make up the electronics: Motor Control Boxes and Wiring
Harnesses.  

Wherever possible our control boxes and electronics in general have been designed
to be compatible/ programmable with each of the three leading base manufacturers:
Pride Mobility (Jazzy/Blast), Sunrise Medical (Quickie) and Invacare.  This allows for
greater continuity in our electronics while minimizing inventory and overhead costs. All
Motion Concepts electronics are designed to be compatible with PG, Q-Tronix,
Dynamic, MKIV and MK5 controllers.

In addition to the standard control boxes and wiring harnesses, our electronics will
occassionally require the use of specialized boxes or harnesses in order to enhance
the operation and/or programming capabilities of a specific seating system. Detailed
information on these specialized electronics is located in our Motion Concepts
Electronics Manual (provided separately). 

Motor Control Boxes are categorized into Single Function Boxes (eg. Helix1.0,
M17/27), Dual Function Boxes (eg. Helix2.0, M14/33) and Multi-Function Boxes (eg.
Helix4.9, Helix5.3).  Determining the appropriate type of control box to utilize with our
TRx Seating Systems depends on the the number of desired motor functions and the
complexity of programming needed to operate the seating system accordingly.  

Wiring Harnesses are also split into three main categories:  power cables, actuator
harnesses, and limit harnesses.    Actuator and limit harnesses are straight forward in
their design, and the type of harness used is dictated by the number of motor func-
tions on the seating system.  In the case of power cables, several styles are available.
Determining the proper power cable is based on the type of controller installed in the
powerbase, the type of control/ relay box being used, and the desired seat control
device (i.e. Joystick or TRx Switch).

A detailed matrix has been created that identifies all the Motion Concepts control
boxes currently available1.  This matrix lists the pertinent features and options avail-
able, along with the power cable(s) asssociated with each control box.  Please refer
to the Motor Control Box Matrix (Figure 5a. and 5b. (p.33-34)).

** Important **
Please reference the separate Motion Concepts Electronics Manual for up-to-
date, detailed information on all of our control boxes, power cables, actuator har-
nesses, limit harnesses and specialty electronics.  This manual also includes
information on all of our discontinued electronics, which may be useful when
servicing older systems in the field. 
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4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

Product Helix 1.0 M27/17 Helix 2.0 M14/33 Helix 4.9 Helix 5.0

Number of Channels/ 

Functions
1 1 2 2 4+ anti-tip 4+ anti-tip

Limit Switches Single input Single input Dual Input Dual Input Four Four

Drive Lockout (DLO)
Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

External DLO Indicator No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

External HOME Indicator No No No No No No

Control Switches
Single or Dual toggle 

w / phono connector

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB8

Attendant Switches No 1 Built in toggle No 1 Built in toggle 2 Built in toggles
( 4-w ay toggle)      

4-w ay push button

Motor Speed control
Internal speed control 

pot

External - Individual 

motor speed control 

pots

Internal - 2 x motor 

speed control pots

External - Individual 

motor speed control 

pots

External - Individual 

motor speed control 

pots

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot -

for anti-tip

Connector Types

1 x Mono Phono,          

1 x Stereo Phono,        

1 x2-Pin Molex 

2 x DB9,                       

2 x Phono

1 x DB9                        

2 x 2-pin Molex            

2 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                        

1 x DB15                      

2 X DB9                       

1X DB15                      

1 x 3-pin Molex

1 x DB9                        

1 x DB15                      

1 x 3-pin Molex            

3 x 2-pin Molex            

1 x Dual a-mode

Special Features

Built in controller 

harness; over-

current potentiometer

Motor 

synchronziation

Signal output for 5th 

motor control

Signal output for 5th 

motor control

Cabling Setup
Built in controller 

Harness

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Built in controller 

Harness

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Actuator / Controller 

Harness
Built in.

(C30)                           

C134
Built in

(C33B)                         

C135
C45B-18 C45B-18

Material Type Plastic Cast Aluminum Plastic Cast Aluminum Aluminium Aluminium

MK5 Controller 

(Invacare)
C78 C78 C78        

C78                              
(C55)  C95 - w/ DPJ joy)

C78        C78

MKIV Controller 

(Invacare)
C51 C51 C51 C51 C51 C51

Q-Tronix Controller          

(Sunrise/ Quickie)
C21 C21 C21 C21                              C21 C21

PG Controller                     

(Pride/ Jazzy)

(C56)                           

C128 (Jazzy)               

C138 (Quantum)*

(C23X)                         

C118 (Jazzy)               

C136 (Quantum)*

(C23X)                         

C118 (Jazzy)               

C136 (Quantum)*

(C23X)                         

C118 (Jazzy)               

C136 (Quantum)*

(C23X)                         

C118 (Jazzy)               

C136 (Quantum)

(C23X)                         

C118 (Jazzy)               

C136 (Quantum)*

Quickie Freestyle             

(F11/ M11)

(C87)                           

C133

(C87)                           

C133

(C87)                           

C133

(C87)                           

C133

(C87)                           

C133

(C87)                           

C133

FigurFigure 5a.e 5a. - Motor Contr- Motor Control Bool Box Max Matrixtrix

I.  Electronics Overview                                                      

NOTES
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*note: some Quantum power cables may require specific adapters depending on the powerbase.
( ) indicate discontinued 

Note Our electronics (specifically power cables and harnesses) are revised frequently.  The following matrix is provided for
reference only.  Up-to-date wiring diagrams are provided with each specific seating system. If you have any questions or con-
cerns regarding the electronics and/or wiring of our seating systems, please contact our Technical Service Dept. 
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4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

FigurFigure 5be 5b.. - Motor Contr- Motor Control Bool Box Max Matrix trix 

I.  Electronics Overview                                                      

Product Helix 5.3 Helix 5.4 Helix 5.5 Helix 5.6 Helix 5.7 Helix 5.9

Number of Channels/ 

Functions
4+ anti-tip or  PES up to 6 up to 6 5 5 up to 5 + anti-tip

Limit Switches Four Four Four Four Four Four

Drive Lockout (DLO)
Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

Configurable for most 

WC controllers

External DLO Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

External HOME Indicator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Control Switches
Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Through Industry 

Standard DB9

Attendant Switches 
( 4-w ay toggle)       

4-w ay push button

( 4-w ay toggle)       

4-w ay push button

( 4-w ay toggle)       

4-w ay push button

Built in              

4-w ay toggle

Built in              

4-w ay toggle

( 4-w ay toggle)       

4-w ay push button

Motor Speed control

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot 

for anti-tip or PES

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot

External - 4 Individual 

motor speed controls; 

Internal- 1 speed pot 

for anti-tip

Connector Types

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

1 x DB9                         

1 x DB15                       

1 x 3-pin Molex             

3 x 2-pin Molex             

1 x Dual a-mode

Special Features
Built in Penny & Giles 

interface
ECU port

Built in Penny & Giles 

interface, ECU port

Built in Penny & Giles 

interface

Built in Penny & Giles 

interface; ECU port; 

Anti-tip programming

Cabling Setup
Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Disconnectable for 

ease of service

Actuator / Controller 

Harness
C45B-18 C45B-18

C45B-18 ;                      

C65 (for Pride only)
C45B-18 C45B-18 C45B-18

Material Type Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

MK5 Controller 

(Invacare)
C78 C78 C78 n/a

MKIV Controller 

(Invacare)
C51 C51 C51 n/a

Q-Tronix Controller          

(Sunrise/ Quickie)
C14 C14 n/a C14 C14

PG Controller                     

(Pride/ Jazzy)

(C23X)                          

C118 (Jazzy)                

C136 (Quantum)*

(C66)                             

C127 (Jazzy)                

C137 (Quantum)*

n/a C66                               

(C23X)                          

C118 (Jazzy)                

C136 (Quantum)*

Quickie Freestyle             

(F11/ M11)

(C87)                             

C133

(C87)                             

C133
n/a n/a

(C87)                             

C133

NOTES
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*note: some Quantum power cables may require specific adapters depending on the powerbase.

Note Our electronics (specifically power cables and harnesses) are revised frequently.  The following matrix is provided for
reference only.  Up-to-date wiring diagrams are provided with each specific seating system. If you have any questions or con-
cerns regarding the electronics and/or wiring of our seating systems, please contact our Technical Service Dept. 
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ii) Dip Switches for the Helix relay boxes

4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     

Dip SwitcDip Switcheshes

i) Dip Switch for the M-17/27 combination relay box

1  2

1  2

1  2

1  2

#1 ON (up)

#1 OFF (down) 

#1 OFF (down)

#1 ON (up)

#2 OFF (down) 

#2 ON (up) 

#2 OFF (down) 

#2 ON (up) 

D.L.O.- Engaged

Inhibit- Engaged

D.L.O.- Disengaged

Inhibit- Engaged

D.L.O.- Engaged

Inhibit- Disengaged

Super Helix 5.1 Relay Box

*D.L.O.- Disengaged

Inhibit- Disengaged

*D.L.O.= Drive Lock Out

Dip switches are located inside most control boxes and are used to set, enable, or disable various elec-
tronic functions operated through the control box.  The switch settings often involve assigning motor
functions, enabling or disabling limit switches and setting switch modes.  The Configuration Guides pro-
vided with the control box will identify the various program options (Dip Switch settings) that are avail-
able/required to operate the power positioning system as desired (refer to p.40 for more information on
Configuration Guides).  See the images below for some examples of typical dip switches found in our
control boxes. 

Helix 4.1, 4.9 Relay Boxes

NOTES

Super Helix 5.4/ 5.5 Relay Box
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4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     

RRotarotary Switcy Switches (Prhes (Prooggrram Dials)am Dials)
Rotary Switches or Program Dials are located inside some of our newer control boxes and, similar to
the dip switches, are used to assign, enable, or disable various motor functions operated through the
control box.  The Configuration Guide provided with the control box will identify the various program
options (Rotary Switch settings) that are available and the specific functions assigned to each program
position. See below for an example of the Rotary Switch found in our M14/ M33 control box. 

i) Rotary Switch for the M-14 and M-33 Control Box

 
Settings  Forward Reverse Left Right 
      
Position 0  Motor 1 fwd. Motor 1 rev. Motor 2 rev. Motor 2 fwd. 
Position 1  Motor 1 toggle Motor 2 toggle Nil Nil 
Position 2  Motor 1+2 fwd. Motor 1+2 rev. Motor 2 rev. Motor 2 fwd. 
Position 3  Motor 1+2 toggle Motor 2 toggle Nil Nil 
 

e.g. Rotary Switch Settings taken from M33 Configuration Guide:

NOTES
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4444....0000    ----     tttthhhheeee    EEEElllleeeeccccttttrrrroooonnnniiiicccc    SSSSyyyysssstttteeeemmmm::::

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     

JJumperumperss
Jumpers are small ‘plug-style’ pins, found inside most of our control boxes, that can be set in one of
two possible positions.  By altering a jumper setting, the circuitry of the box is changed.  Jumpers are
often used to set-up or enable the drive lockout mode for a specific power base.  It is critical for the
users safety that the jumpers are set-up properly. (Note: Each power base manufacturer will often
require a unique set-up to allow the drive lockout to function properly).  The Configuration Guide will
illustrate the various jumper configurations and identify the appropriate program setting for the power
base (refer to p.40 for more information on Configuration Guides).

i) Jumper settings inside the M-49 Toggle Box

ii) Jumper setting inside the M-17/27 Combination Relay Box

For normal operation of a seating sys-
tem on both the Quickie and Invacare
powerbases, the left and centre pin
should be covered.M27   M17

M27   M17

For a seating system installed on a
Quantum (Pride) powerbase, the right
and centre pin should be covered.

DDLO POLARITY

NO     NC GND  OPEN

DLO COM: must be set to the GND (Ground) side. (Left &
Centre pins)

DLO POLARITY: must be set to the NO (Normally Open) side.
(Left & Centre pins).

NO     NC

DLO POLARITY DLO COM

GND  OPEN

For Quantum (Jazzy) Power Bases:

DLO COM: must be set to the GND (Ground) side. (Left &
Centre pins)

DLO POLARITY: must be set to the NC (Normally Closed) side.
(Right & Centre pins).

For Quickie & Invacare Power Bases:

DLO COM

The following are examples of some of the various Jumpers found inside our control boxes.  For spe-
cific jumper setting information, please refer to the Configuration Guide provided with each seat con-
trol/ relay box. 
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v) J8- Jumper setting inside Helix 4.9 & 5.1 vi) J6- Jumper inside the Helix 5.1*
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NOTES

}}
}}

Jumper

Setting for

Quickie &

Invacare

Jumper

Setting for

Jazzy

}}
}}

}}

Bottom Jumper

Setting for

Pride (Jazzy)

Bottom Jumper

Setting for Quickie

& Invacare

Top Jumper Setting remains

the same for all powerbases

vii) Jumper settings inside the Super Helix 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 Relay Boxes

iii) Jumper settings inside the Helix 1.0 iv) Jumper settings inside the Helix 1.1

}}

}}
(*Note: J6 Jumper is not used for the Helix 4.9)

J4 Jumper- sets

drive lockout (DLO)

for all powerbases

DLO Enabled

DLO Disabled

J5-ON J6-OFF J7-ON 
- DLO enabled for Pride

J5-OFF J6-ON J7-OFF
- DLO enabled for Quickie

X1- PRIDE         X2- PRIDE 
--  setting for Pride Systems

X1- QUICKIE      X2- QUICKIE 
--  setting for Quickie & Invacare Systems

}}
}}

}}
}}
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i) Auxiliary speed pot adjustment for the Helix 4.9 and Super Helix 5.1 boxes
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ActuaActuator Speed Contrtor Speed Controlsols
The speed of the actuator motors is controlled via the relay box, and may be adjusted either by a direct
speed control dial on the outside of the control box, or via an auxiliary speed potentiometer (speed pot)
located inside the box.  Important: motor speeds are pre-set at the factory- please ensure that any fur-
ther speed adjustments do not compromise the safe operation of the power positioning system, or the
safety of the client.

The speed pot inside the Helix 4.9 and 5.1 box is used to
control the motor speed for the auxiliary motor connection.
This auxiliary port is generally used for anti-tipper actuators,
and can also be used for the elevating actuator on a power
elevating seat.

Rotate counter clockwise* to slow motor speed.

Rotate clockwise* to increase motor speed.

NOTES

ii) Speed pot adjustment for the Helix 1.0

The speed pot inside the Helix 1.0 box controls
the motor speed for the single actuator motor.
Adjustments are made as per example i)
above.  Counter-clockwise to slow motor
speed; clockwise to increase*. 

The following are examples of some of the various Speed Potentiomteters found inside our relay boxes.
The Configuration Guide provided with each seat control/ relay box will identify when an internal speed
pot is present (refer to p.40 for more information on Configuration Guides). 

iii) Speed pot adjustment for the AUX motor

on the Super Helix 5.3, 5.4, 5.5

The speed pot inside the Helix 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 relay
boxes controls the motor speed for the auxiliary
actuator (i.e. motor 5).  Adjustments are made as
per example i) above.  Counter-clockwise to slow
motor speed; clockwise to increase*. 

*Important!
Each speed pot has a ‘stop’ point in both the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations;
to avoid damaging the potentiometer, please be careful not to over adjust. 
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Figure 6a. - Conf- Configuriguraation Guide ftion Guide for the Helix 5.3or the Helix 5.3

A Configuration Guide is provided with each of our control/ relay boxes.  The size and appearance of the
configuration guides can vary depending on the complexity of the control box.  The configuration guides
provide all the set-up and programming options available to configure a power positioning system in order
to satisfy the needs of the client.  The following images (Figure 6a, 6b and 7.0) show some examples of
configuration guides and identify the key areas to focus on when programming a TRx seating system.

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     

ConfConfiguriguraation Guidestion Guides
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Figure 6b. - Conf- Configuriguraation Guide ftion Guide for the Helix 5.3 or the Helix 5.3 (e.g. Programming Options)
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*Note: this is an example only- 
not all program options are shown.
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Figure 7.0 - Conf- Configuriguraation Guide ftion Guide for the Helix 1.0or the Helix 1.0

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     

Revision Date

}

}

Internal Jumper set in
the ‘enabled’ position

Internal Speed Pot
(potentiometer) used to
control actuator speed
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Mechanical Switches: Microswitches are often used to set the DLO inhibit,
and/or to set the anti-tipper latch (when required) on TRx power positioning sys-
tems equipped with Power Elevating Seats.  Roller Switches are typically used to
set the DLO inhibit on the Latitude power positioning system and to set the ‘home‘
position on a Lateral-Tilt seating system. Mechanical Switches are set at the fac-
tory but must be checked after installation. (Note: Mechanical switches may also
be utilized on other specialized TRx power positioning systems to set limits and/or
the drive lockout). 

Mercury/ Tip Switches: Mercury Switches are used for up to four separate func-

tions on the TRx power positioning systems: setting the drive lockout (DLO), set-

ting the tilt limit, setting the limit for the anti-tipper latch, and setting the elevating
seat lockout.  These limits are set approximately at the factory, but must be

checked (and adjusted if necessary) after an installation is completed. To adjust

the switch angle, loosen the clamping nut, make the adjustment, and re-tighten the

nut.  For safety reasons, Motion Concepts does not recommend making adjust-

ments beyond the factory recommended range.  

StandarStandard Limit Switcd Limit Switcheshes

i.  Setting the Drive Lockout for Tilt/Recline Systems

All TRx systems with tilt and/or recline functions are supplied with a drive lockout switch. This prevents
the drive motors from operating if the back is positioned beyond a pre-determined angle.  The recom-
mended drive lockout angle is 15° to 20° from the vertical* (see diagram below).  The mercury switch
for the drive lockout is identified by a RED colored end.  After the angle has been set, ensure the drive
lockout is tested.  Further adjustments may be required.  

Note: For any tilt-only (no recline) seating system the DLO limit switch is typically mounted to the seat
frame, and for a Tilt/ Recline seating system the DLO switch is typically mounted to the side of the relay
box (on the back pan). 

Important: If the drive is locked out when the switch angle is adjusted, the tilt or recline will have to
be activated again before re-testing the drive lockout.  The drive lockout will remain engaged until the
tilt or recline has been activated, regardless of the switch angle.

Front 

15 to 20 deg 

Base must be level when
adjusting settings

*Note: the Drive Lockout
limit should always be set
to the angle that best
meets the individual needs
of the user and overall sta-
bility of the wheelchair.
However, the DLO angle
should not exceed the
maximum 20° back angle.

Mercury Switch

Microswitch

RollerSwitch

Note: All mercury switches are color coded for easy recognition during installation/ maintenance:

Drive Lockout (DLO) Tip Switch = RED

Tilt Limit Tip Switch = BLACK

Anti-Tipper Lockout Tip Switch = YELLOW

PES Lockout Switch for Tilt-Elevating System = WHITE (older systems used BLUE or GRAY)
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ii.  Drive Lockout Microswitch for Power Elevating Seats

All TRx systems with Power Elevating Seats (PES) are equipped with a microswitch for the drive lock-

out.  This microswitch prevents the drive motors from functioning when the seat actuator is elevated
beyond a recommended 1/2” limit [measured from the home (lowest) position].  The microswitch/

drive lockout functions as a ‘normally closed’ circuit.  This provides fail safe operation.  As soon as the

seat is elevated over the 1/2” limit, the switch is opened and the drive lockout is engaged.

The microswitch is typically mounted to the underside of the seating system and is attached to an actu-

ator mounting plate in either a vertical or horizontal position (depending on the seating system).  See

images below illustrating both mounting orientations.  Ensure the drive lockout microswitch is tested

after installation.  Further adjustments may be required.

eg.  Horizontally mounted microswitch
on a PES system with tilt/recline

eg.  Vertically mounted microswitch on
an elevate-only seating system

NOTES
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The following images show examples of typical limit switch mounting positions on our TRx seating sys-

tems. Note: mercury/ tip switches are normally mounted on the control box mounting bracket for sys-

tems with tilt/recline, and to the underside of the seat for systems with tilt only.

iii.  Setting the Tilt Limit Switch

All TRx systems with tilt and/or recline functions (power or manual recline) are avaialble with a tilt limit

function. This function prevents the back angle from extending beyond a pre-set angle.  The correct tilt

angle limit differs for each installation.  The limit switch should be set so that with any combination of

tilt and recline, there is no chance of interference between the back of the TRx system and the wheel-

chair base or any accessories located at the back.  The recline angle should never extend beyond
5° from the horizontal^ (see diagram below).  The mercury switch used for the tilt limit on the seating

system is colored BLACK. After the tilt angle has been set, ensure the tilt limit is tested.  Further

adjustments may be required.  

Note: For any tilt-ony (no recline) seating system the tilt limit mercury switch is typically mounted to the under-

side of the seat frame, and for a Tilt/ Recline seating system, the mercury switch is typically mounted to the

side of the relay box mounting bracket (on the back of the system).

Front 

5 deg 

Base must be level
when adjusting settings

^Note: the tilt limit switch
will need to be set to best
meet the needs of the user.
However, the recline angle
should not be permitted to
extend beyond the recom-
mended 5°.  

NOTES

DLO Tip

Switch

Tilt Limit

Switch

e.g.- CG-Tilt System with Recline

Ba
ck

 P
anControl Box

DLO Tip

Switch

Tilt Limit

Switch

Anti-Tipper

Lockout

Switch

e.g.- Tilt-Only System with Anti-Tippers

Seat Frame

VIEW from right* side (*when sitting in the chair) DLO = Drive Lockout

E
S

R
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g
e
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iv.  Setting the Limit Switch for the Anti-Tipper Latch 

These limit switches are found only on TRx systems equipped with an anti-tipper latching system:  

1)   For tilt-only, recline-only and tilt/recline systems with anti-tip, a mercury switch is used to set the
back angle at which the anti-tipper latches engage.  The mercury switch for the anti-tipper latch is iden-
tified by a YELLOW colored end. 

2)  For tilt/ recline systems equipped with a Power Elevating Seat (PES), a separate Microswitch is
used to control when the anti-tipper latches engage.  The microswitch is mounted to the underside of
the seating system and works in combination (mounted side by side) with the drive lockout microswitch
for PES. (Refer to Part ii. Drive Lockout Microswitch for Power Elevating Seats, p.55).

The switches should be set as follows:
Tilt-only systems: The limit switch for the anti-tipper latching system should be set to engage when the
seat angle is at 10°, regardless of what the pre-tilt is. (Note: This anti-tip limit switch is typically mount-
ed to the side of the seat frame for tilt-only systems).

Tilt/ Recline systems and Recline-only systems: The limit switch for the anti-tipper latching system
should be set to engage when the back reclines 10° from the upright position.  (Note: This anti-tip limit
switch is typically mounted to the side of the control box mounting bracket (on the back of the seating sys-
tem).

Tilt/ Recline systems with PES: The microswitch for the anti-tipper latching system should be set to
engage when the seat actuator has been elevated beyond a recommended 1/2” limit. (measured from
the seat’s home (lowest) position.)

Ensure the anti-tipper latching system is tested after the limit switches have been set.  Further adjust-
ments may be required.

NOTES

DLO Tip

Switch

Tilt Limit

Switch

Anti-Tipper

Lockout

Switch

e.g.- CG-Tilt System with

Anti-Tipper tip switch

Ba
ck

 P
an

Control Box
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v.  Setting the PES Lockout Limit Switch for Tilt-Elevating Systems

All TRx systems with tilt and/or recline functions (power or manual recline) in combination with a power

elevating seat, are equipped with a power elevating seat (PES) lockout limit switch. This limit switch

prevents the PES actuator from elevating when the seating system is tilted and/or reclined beyond a

set position.  The limit switch is factory set to lockout the PES actuator if the tilt and/or recline angle

increases beyond a maximum 8° from the seating system’s original pre-tilt (“home”) position.  The rec-
ommended lockout setting/range should be between 3° and 8°.

The limit switch used to set the elevating actuator lockout is identified by a WHITE colored end.  After
the switch angle has been set, ensure that the elevating actuator lockout is tested.   Further adjust-
ments may be required.  The PES lockout limit switch

Note: The powerbase must be level when adjusting the tip switch setting.

NOTES

DLO Tip

Switch

Tilt Limit

Switch

PES lockout

Switch 

e.g.- Tilt Elevating System

Ba
ck

 P
an

Control Box

All mercury switches are color coded for easy recognition during installation and/or maintenance:

Drive Lockout (DLO) Tip Switch = RED

Tilt Limit Tip Switch = BLACK

Anti-Tipper Lockout Tip Switch = YELLOW

PES Lockout Switch for Tilt-Elevating System = WHITE (earlier systems used BLUE or GRAY)
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View from the right side of the chair (when seated)
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The M11 tipsy angle switch is only compatible with Helix 5.4, 5.5 and 5.9

relay boxes.  The M11 tipsy switch plugs into the ‘LIM1’ port.  For proper program-
ming, the M11 Tipsy must always be installed vertically so that it faces the right
side of the chair (mounts onto the relay box or mounting bracket).  Two internal
jumpers (J1, J2) are pre-set at the factory based on the type of Tipsy Switch (see
Jumper Settings below). The tipsy angle switch is designed to monitor the
angle of the wheelchair seat back and provides limit signals for up to 4 chair
positions (Anti-Tip/ Home, Reduced-Speed Drive1, Drive Lockout (DLO) & Tilt/
Recline Limit). These limits are set via 4 push-button sensors located inside the
switch box (Note: each sensor has a corresponding LED light above it).  The unit
is typically shipped with factory preset angles of 10°, 15°, and 25° respectively
for limits 1, 2, and 3. Limit 4 is typically set at the factory to the maximum tilt/
recline angle (this angle may vary depending on the type of seating system).

When initially connected or reset, all four LED lights should be lit inside the tipsy switch.  The default limit
settings can be manually reset by pressing any 2 buttons simultaneously. To program the Tipsy Switch,
ensure the chair is placed on a level surface in its full upright position.  Ensure Jumpers are configured
properly.  From the upright position, move the seat to the angle at which you wish to establish the Anti-Tip/
Home limit position (Limit 1).  Wait 5 seconds then press and hold the Limit 1 push button on the sensor to
set the angle; the corresponding LED will flash 3 times then go out to indicate that the limit is accepted.
Continue setting the remaining limits in succession (Limit 2... 3... 4) by adjusting the seat to the desired
angle and pressing the corresponding push-button to set the limit. (Note: to set Limit 4 on a system with
combined tilt & recline functions, first tilt the system fully, then recline the system to the desired angle/ limit).

Important! Each successive angle setting must be greater than the previous one by at least 5°. If any of the
available limit functions are not used, then set the unused limit to the same angle as the next limit in succession.

Jumper Settings: 
Jumpers (J1, J2) are pre-set at the factory based on the type of Tipsy Switch:

Setting for the M11 tipsy = J1- OFF; J2- ON

Limit Settings:
� Limit 1 - Anti-Tip/Home (recommended setting = 0-10°)^
� Limit 2 - Reduced-Speed Drive (recommended setting = 10-20°)*
� Limit 3 - Drive Lockout (recommended setting = 20-25°)*
� Limit 4 - Tilt Limit (standard setting at maximum tilt/recline)

^Note: typical Anti-Tip setting= 10°; the Home setting is required for certain systems such as PES and Lateral Tilt; the ‘Home‘
angle will vary depending on the system configuration.

*Note: to ensure safe operation of the wheelchair, the Reduced Drive limit should not exceed the recommended 20°, and the 
DLO limit should not exceed the recommended 25°.

mounting
plate

switch
box

Limit 4

Limit 3 

Limit 2 

Limit 1
(push button)

Top

LED

LED

LED

LED

Jumpers

1Reduced-Speed Drive: limits the speed of a chair within an established tilt range and serves as an additional safety
feature to the drive lockout (DLO). (example: with Reduced-Speed Drive set at 10° and DLO set at 20°, a wheelchair
will travel at full speed up to a 10° back angle, and travel in reduced-drive between 10-20° (stopping at the DLO limit).

M11

 

i 

WARNING! to ensure proper function, do not remove the Tipsy Switch from the mounting plate at any point 
during or after programming. 

i.  M11 Tipsy Angle Switch
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ii.  M11-T Tipsy Angle Switch

TRD0157, Technical Training Manual, Rev 2.0 - January 20, 2006

The M11 tipsy angle switch is only compatible with Helix 5.4,

5.5 and 5.9 relay boxes and is used exclusively with Tilt-Only

systems. The M11 tipsy switch plugs into the ‘LIM1’ port, and is
always mounted horizontally on the left side of the inner seat frame.
Two internal jumpers (J1,J2) are pre-set at the factory based on the
type of Tipsy Switch (see Jumper Settings below). The tipsy angle
switch is designed to monitor the angle of the wheelchair seat back
and provides limit signals for up to 4 chair positions (Anti-Tip/ Home,
Reduced-Speed Drive1, Drive Lockout & Tilt Limit).  These limits are
set via 4 push-button sensors located inside the switch box (Note:

each sensor has a corresponding LED light above it).  The unit is
typically shipped with factory preset angles of 10°, 15°, and 25°
respectively for limits 1, 2, and 3. Limit 4 is typically set at the
factory to the maximum tilt/ recline angle (this angle may vary
depending on the type of seating system).

When initially connected or reset, all four LED lights should be lit inside the tipsy switch.  The default
limit settings can be manually reset by pressing any 2 buttons simultaneously. To program the Tipsy
Switch, ensure the chair is placed on a level surface in its full upright position.  Ensure Jumpers are
configured properly.  From the upright position, move the seat to the angle at which you wish to estab-
lish the Anti-Tip/ Home limit position (Limit 1).  Wait 5 seconds the press and hold the Limit 1 push but-
ton on the sensor to set the angle; The corresponding LED will flash 3 times then go out to indicate that
the limit is accepted.  Continue setting the remaining limits in succession (Limit 2... 3... 4) by adjusting
the seat to the desired angle and pressing the corresponding push-button to set the limit.

Important! Each successive angle setting must be greater than the previous one by at least 5°. If any of the
available limit functions are not used, then set the unused limit to the same angle as the next limit in succession.

Jumper Settings: 
Jumpers (J1, J2) are pre-set at the factory based on the type of Tipsy Switch:

Setting for the M11-T tipsy = J1- ON; J2- OFF

Limit Settings:
� Limit 1 -Anti-Tip/Home (recommended setting= 0-10°)^
� Limit 2 -Reduced-Speed Drive (recommended setting= 10-20°)*
� Limit 3 -Drive Lockout (recommended setting= 20-25°)*
� Limit 4 -Tilt Limit (standard setting at maximum tilt)

^Note: typical Anti-Tip setting= 10°; the Home setting is required for certain systems such as PES and Lateral Tilt; the ‘Home‘
angle will vary depending on the system configuration.

*Note: to ensure safe operation of the wheelchair, the Reduced Drive limit should not exceed the recommended 20°, and the
DLO limit should not exceed the recommended 25°.

mounting
plate

switch
box

Lim 1

TOP

LEDLED LED LED

Jumpers

Top

Lim 4

Lim 3

Lim 2

1Reduced-Speed Drive: limits the speed of a chair within an established tilt range and serves as an additional safety
feature to the drive lockout (DLO). (example: with Reduced-Speed Drive set at 10° and DLO set at 20°, a wheelchair
will travel at full speed up to a 10° back angle, and travel in reduced-drive between 10-20° (stopping at the DLO limit). 

M11-T

 

i 

WARNING! to ensure proper function, do not remove the Tipsy Switch from the mounting plate at any point 
during or after programming. 
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The M59 two-directional limit control is an add-on limit
box that is designed to provide two opposite end limits
(i.e.; forward-back, up-down, left-right) for a single actu-
ator on a power positioning system.  The M59 is installed
in-line with the seat controller (relay box) and the seat
positioning actuator and operates independently from
the limits or lockouts connected with the relay box.  It is
designed to work with Helix relay boxes, but will work
with other relay boxes with the appropriate cable har-
nesses or adapters.

To connect the M59 limit control, plug the limit sensors
into the forward and backward limit ports (limit sensors
will need to be set-up to the desired limits).  Connect the
‘Motor In’ cable to the appropriate actuator output from
the relay box.  Connect the ‘Motor Out’ cable to the actu-
ator.  The 24V power connection to the 24V battery

With the limit sensors set, the connected actuator will
function normally within the preset range.  Once the forward limit position is reached, the actuator will
only run backward, and conversely, once the backward limit position is reached, the actuator will only
run forward.

iii.  M59 Two-Directional Limit Control

NOTES

External Features:
� 24V power (red/black)- dual a-mode 

� Motor output (to actuator)- white/black a-mode

� Motor input (from relay box)- yellow/black a-mode

� ‘LIMIT FWD port (2-pin molex)

� ‘LIMIT BKWD’ port (2-pin molex)

‘Fwd Limit’

port

‘Bkwd

Limit’ port

II.  Programming and Adjustments                                     
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

Quantum RQuantum Rehaehab (Pride)b (Pride)

i)  PG Remote Plus Joystick
The Remote Plus system operates via a joystick that is connected to a controller box on the power
base.  The controller contains the primary electronics that operate the power base. By pressing
once on the on/off key, the controller is placed in the standard drive selection mode. To place
the controller in power positioning mode, the mode key must be pressed down twice. The power
positioning mode can now be selected by using the left and right directions on the joystick. The
power positioning function that is selected will be highlighted on the LED Display (see chart). To
operate the selected power positioning function, the forward and reverse directions on the joystick
are used. To return to standard drive selection mode, the mode selection key must be pressed
once more.

L2

L4

L1

L3MODE KEY

JOYSTICK LED 

DISPLAY

ON/OFF KEY

Function LED

L1 L2 L3 L4

*Tilt/Recline + + 

Right Legrest +

Left Legrest +

Both Legrests + +

Elevating Seat +

ii)  PG Controller:
The PG Controller contains the primary electronics to operate the power base.  The PG Controller
has 5 external ports (see image below):

Main Battery Port
Drive Motor 2 Port Drive Motor 1 Port

Redel Cable Port Redel Cable Port

* push forward on  joystick to tilt and pull back to recline.
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

Quantum RQuantum Rehaehab b (... cont’d)

iii)  On-board Charger
Quantum/ Pride power bases come standard equipped with an on-board
battery charger.  The charger has 2 external cable adapters.  Cable 1 is
connected to the joystick/charger interface cable from the ammeter.
Cable 2 is connected to the A/C charger input on the electronic panel for
the power base.  (Note: The TRx power cable is connected between
Cable 1 and the ammeter in order to direct power to the Power Positioning
System.  

1

2

NOTES
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

QuicQuickie kie 

i)  Q-Tronix Remote Joystick
The remote joystick connects to the Q-Tronix Controller, which in turn controls the performance of
the power base. By pressing down and releasing the on/off mode select toggle switch, the con-
troller is placed in the standard drive selection mode. To place the controller in the power posi-
tioning mode, the on/off mode select toggle switch must be pulled up twice. The power position-
ing options are selected by using the left and right directions on the joystick. The power position-
ing function that is selected will be highlighted on the actuator lights (see chart). To operate the
slected power positioning function, the forward and reverse directions on the joystick are used. To
return to the standard drive selection mode, the on/off mode select toggle switch must be pulled
up once again. 

ii)  Q-Tronix Controller
The Q-Tronix Controller contains the primary electronics to operate the powerbase, and directs the

main power supply to the TRx Power Positioning System.  For most Quickie powerbases*, when using

a TRx Switch to operate the Power Positioning System, a C21 power cable is used and plugs into the

open redel port on the controller.  When using a Joystick, a C14 power cable is used and plugs into the

main battery port on the controller). (*Note: Quickie Freestyle (F11/ M11) powerbases require their own
unique power cable (C133))

JOYSTICK

ON/OFF MODE SELECT

TOGGLE SWITCH

L2

L1

L4

ACTUATOR LIGHTS

L3

Function Actuator Light

L1 L2 L3 L4

*Tilt/Recline + + 

Right Legrest +

Left Legrest +

Both Legrests + +

Elevating Seat +

Main Battery Port
Drive Motor 2 Port Drive Motor 1 Port

Redel Cable Port Redel Cable Port
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

InInvvacaracare e 
i)  MKIV-A Joystick
By pulling up and releasing the toggle switch, the controller will be placed in the standard drive
selection mode.  The mode indicator light will remain on in drive selection mode. To place the
controller in the power positioning mode (ECU/Recline), the controller must sit inactive until the
mode indicator light begins to flash, then the joystick must be tapped to the left. (For complete
instructions on the set-up and operation of the power poistioning system through the joystick,
please refer to the Invacare  Owners Manual). The power positioning functions may be assigned
to one or more drive modes depending on the system set-up. To select the required drive mode,
the toggle switch must be pulled up again and released.  This operation will be repeated until the
required drive mode light appears.  To operate the power positioning functions*, the joystick can
be moved in the forward, reverse, left and right directions. The mode indicator light will remain
OFF while in the power positioning mode. To return the controller to standard drive selection
mode, the controller must remain inactive until the mode indicator light begins to flash, then the
joystick may be moved once in any direction. 

*Note: The power positioning functions may be assigned to the joystick depending on the type
of seating system and the users preferred set-up (eg. forward= tilt, reverse= recline, etc...)  An
Invacare Programmer is required in order to program/assign the specific motor functions to the
MKIV-A Joystick.  Please refer to the Invacare Manual for complete programming instructions. 

TOGGLE SWITCH

MODE INDICATOR LIGHT

JOYSTICK

LEVEL INDICTOR LIGHT

DRIVE MODE LIGHTS

NOTES
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

InInvvacaracare e (... cont’d)

NOTES

- 55 - 

ii)  MKIV Controllers/  MKIV RII Controllers
The MKIV controllers contain the primary electronics to operate the power base.  In order for the
MKIV A Joystick to operate a TRx power positioning system, an Invacare ECU com box is required.
the ECU com box connects the MKIV controller to the TRx Relay Box.

MKIV Controller

MKIV RII
Controller
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

InInvvacaracare e (... cont’d)

iii)  DPJ Joystick for the MK5 Controllers
The MK5-DPJ joystick has two programmable drive selection modes: Drive 1 and Drive 2. To
select Drive 1 mode, the toggle switch must be placed in the UP position.  To select Drive 2

mode, the toggle switch is placed in the MIDDLE position.  The mode switch LED indicator light

will be OFF when the wheelchair is placed in either drive mode.  To put the controller in the power
positioning mode* (ECU/Recline), the mode switch must be pressed.  The LED indicator light
will be turned ON while in the power positioning mode.  To operate the power positioning functions,
the joystick can be moved in the forward, reverse, left and right directions.  (Note: power position-
ing functions may be assigned to the joystick directions depending on the seating system). To
return to the drive selection mode, the mode switch must be pressed again until the LED indica-
tor light is OFF. 

*Please Note: The DPJ Joystick is a basic model joystick and has limited programming capabil-
ities for power positioning.  Please refer to the Invacare Manual for instructions on programming
the DPJ Joystick.

JOYSTICK

TOGGLE SWITCH

MODE SWITCH

BATTERY GAUGE DISPLAY

Drive 1, Drive 2. Off Switch

LED INDICATOR LIGHT

NOTES
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

InInvvacaracare e (... cont’d)
iv)  MPJ Joystick for MK5 Controllers
The MK5-MPJ joystick has four independent programmable drive selection modes: Drive 1,
Drive 2, Drive 3, & Drive 4. The individual Drive modes can be selected by lifting and releasing
the toggle switch.  The selected Drive mode appears in the LCD display on the joystick.  Each
time the toggle switch is lifted and released it will cycle through to the next Drive mode.  (i.e.; To
select Drive 1 mode, the toggle switch is lifted up once and released.  To select Drive 2, the tog-
gle switch is lifted again and released, to select Drive 3... etc...)  The controller will return back to
Drive 1 after Drive 4.  To operate the power positioning system (ECU/Recline) through the joy-
stick, a separate emergency stop (reset) switch is typically installed. To access ECU1, tap the
joystick to the left 2 times (left/left); if ECU2 is required tap the joystick to the left 2 times and hold
(left/left hold). (For complete instructions on the set-up and operation of the power poistioning sys-
tem through the joystick, please refer to the Invacare  Owners Manual). To operate the power
positioning functions, the joystick can be moved in the forward, reverse, left and right directions.
The functions may be programmed* into the joystick depending on the type of seating system and
the users preferred set-up (eg. forward= tilt, reverse= recline, etc...)  The emergency reset switch
must be opened in order to return to the drive selection mode.

*Please Note: An Invacare Programmer is required in order to program/assign the specific motor
functions to the joystick.  Please refer to the Invacare Manual for complete joystick and program-
ming instructions. 

JOYSTICK

TOGGLE SWITCH

LCD Display

REMOTE On/Off PORT

Drive Select/ ON/ OFF Switch
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III.  Base Manufacturer’s Electronics                                    

InInvvacaracare e (... cont’d)

vi)  On-Board Charger (Pronto M91/ M71)
The Pronto M91 and Pronto M71 power bases come equipped with an
on-board battery charger.  The charger has 2 external cables.  One cable
plugs into the battery charger receptacle (3-pin connection) on the power
base, and the other cable attaches to a standard 120V wall outlet.  

v)  MK5 Controllers

The MK5 controller contains the primary electronics to operate the power base, and directs the main

power supply to the TRx Power Positioning System via the TRx power cable.  There are two versions

of the MK5 controller.  The non-programmable* MK5-EX controller is used with the DPJ Joystick, and

the programmable MK5-TT-EX controller is used with the MPJ Joystick.  The power cable connections

are different for each controller:

A.)  For the MK5-EX Controller, the power cable is plugged into the “AUX PWR” port on the 

bottom of the Controller. (see below)

B.)  For the MK5-TT-EX Controller the power cable is plugged into the mating cable connec-

tion on the top of the Controller. (see below)

MK5-TT-EX ControllerMK5-EX Controller

NOTES

*Note: The MK5-EX controller can be made programmable by means of
an Invacare Accessory Cable (P/N- 1118744) and an Invacare Com ECU
Box.  One end of the Accessory Cable is plugged into the ACC port on the
MK5-EX controller, and the other end is then be plugged into the ECU Box.

A. B.
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5555....0000    ----     MMMMeeeecccchhhhaaaannnniiiiccccaaaallll     AAAAddddjjjjuuuussssttttmmmmeeeennnnttttssss::::

I.  Seat Width & Depth Adjustments (excluding Ultra-Low)  

Seat Frame*

^Seat Side Frame (left)

^Seat Side Frame (right)

Side Frames are adjustable at

1” intervals (1/2” per side) to

achieve required seat width

**Legrest Receivers

(Pivot Plus/ Manual ELR Legrests shown)

standard length

extended length

*Seat Frame Widths

10-15” Pediatric

16-18” Standard

19-21” Standard

22-24” Standard/ Bariatric

25-27” Bariatric

28-30” Bariatric

**Legrest Receivers
Standard

Length

Extended

Length

TRx Pivot Plus Legrests x x

TRx Manual ELR Legrests x x

TRx Swing Away Legrests x x

TRx Pivot Plus Center Foot x

Invacare Action Legrests x x

Invacare Smart Legs x

Invacare Hemi-pin Style x x

Quantum Legrests x x

Quantum SL (up to 18” deep) x

Quickie Standard Legrests x x

Quickie Heavy-Duty Legrests x

Quickie P210 Legrests x x

^Seat Side Frames

Refer to Figure 8.0 (p.60) for

various side frame options

The image and tables below illustrate the seat adjustment capabilities for our

TRx Low-Pro, Super-Low, Recline-Only and J11/J14 Seat Frames. 
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I.  Seat Width & Depth Adjustments (excluding Ultra-Low)                             

Figure 8.0 - SeaSeat Side Ft Side Frrame Selectioname Selection1 (does not apply to Ultra-Low systems)

- 60 -

1Note: A variety of seat side frames are available to establish the seat depth and width of a power positioning system, in
order to meet the specific needs of the end user.  Figure 8.0 above shows the seat side frames available at the original
printing of this technical training manual.   Please refer to our TRx Parts Manual for the most current revision
(TRC0407) of this and any other parts drawing.
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II.  Ultra-Low Seat Width & Depth Adjustments                    

i. Seat Frame
(Ultra-Low) ii. Seat Side Frame

Seat S
ide Frame (rig

ht)

Side Fra
mes a

re adjustable at

1” in
terva

ls (
1/2” p

er si
de) to

achieve required seat w
idth

iii.  Legrest Receivers
(HD Swing-Away receivers shown)

adjustable depth 

legrest re
ceiver

This section provides details and images to illustrate the simple and unique mechanical seat

adjustments available exclusively with our Ultra-Low seating system.

Seat S
ide Frame (left)

Seat Frame Sizes

Width Depth Seating System

10” - 15” 10” - 15” Pediatric

16” - 21” 15” - 21” Standard

19” - 24” 19” - 24” Bariatric

25” - 32+” 19” - 24+” Custom- RFQ required

legrest receiver
set screw

i. SeaSeat Ft Frrames:ames:
The Ultra-Low seat frames are available in various widths and depths to accomodatea wide range of
seat sizes from as small as 10” x 10” in our pediatric seat frames, up to 24” x 24” seat frames* for our
larger bariatric systems (see chart below and Table 3.0- Ultra-Low Seat Dimensions on p.62)
*Note: Larger custom seat frame sizes can be provided through our RFQ (Request for Quote) process

Seat Frame Adjustments

iv. Slotted Seat Pan
(not shown- see p.7) 

Seat Depth Extension Kit1

1Note: Seat sizes 19W x 21D and larger will require a seat depth extension kit
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II.  Ultra-Low Seat Width & Depth Adjustments                    

Seat Side Frames

Size Seating System Part# (L/R)

Short (lower pivot Pediatric Ultra Low CG TRX3593/3594

Medium (lower pivot) 5” CG shift Ultra-Low CG TRX3595/3596

Medium 5” CG shift Ultra-Low CG TRX3200/3201

Long
7” CG shift Ultra-Low CG
Bariatric Ultra-Low CG

TRX3285/3286

ii. SeaSeat Side Ft Side Frrames:ames:
The Ultra-Low seat side frames are used to adjust the width of the seating system.  Side frames are
adjustable at 1/2” intervals per side (left/right), which allow for 1” incremental width adjustments up to a
maximum range of 3”.  Due to the unique versatility and adjustability of our Ultra-Low system, depth is
no longer adjusted through the use of side frames, subsequently the number of side frames needed to
accomodate our standard seating systems has been reduced significantly. (see the table below)

NOTES

seat pan ped small adult small medium large

seat frame ped med std std

Standard 10-13dp 14-17dp 16-19dp 20-22dp

w/CM n/a 15-17dp 17-19dp 20-22dp

10w x

11w x

12w x

13w x

13w x x

14w x x

15w x x

16w x x

16w x x x

17w x x x

18w x x x

19w x x e

20w x x e

21w x x e

22w x x e

23w x x e

24w x x e

5" Stroke CG 7" Stroke CG

Table 3.0 - UltrUltra-Loa-Low Seaw Seat Dimensiont Dimensionssss

x = available
e = requires extension kit or CM (center mount)

note: width ranges are shown as available without cutting seat frames
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Legrest Receivers (Adjustable Depth)

Center Mount Legrest Receivers (Adjustable Depth)

iii. AdjustaAdjustabble Dele Depth Lepth Leggrrest Rest Receieceivverers:s:
The adjustable depth legrest receivers allow for independent, telescoping front riggings.  Several
legrest receivers have been developed for the Ultra-Low system (see the Table below for a list of
available front riggings and thier corresponding receivers).  The set screw locking mechanism allows
for quick and simple depth adjustment to meet the specific needs of the end user.  Legrest depth adjust-
ment  typically involves a corresponding adjustment to the seat pan (please see part iv. Adjustable

Slotted Seat Pan, p.64 for details and images).

NOTES

II.  Ultra-Low Seat Width & Depth Adjustments                    
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iv. AdjustaAdjustabble Slotted Seale Slotted Seat Pt Pan:an:
The adjustable steel seat pan is designed to allow for up to 3” of on chair depth adjustability.  (see
images below).  Adjustments can be made quickly and easily when needed to customize the seat depth
to the specific needs to the end user.  Adjustments may be done in conjunction with, or independent of,
adjustments to the front riggings (legrest receivers). The images below illustrate a seat pan depth
adjustment in conjunction with the legrest receivers.

note: upper & lower seating
system not shown

slotted seat pan
slotted seat pan

legrest receiver

Set Screw

Slotted seat pan design

allows for up to 3” of

depth adjustment
Channel design of

receivers allows for

infinite & independent

depth adjutstability

Adjustable Seat Pan

NOTES

II.  Ultra-Low Seat Width & Depth Adjustments                    

Tools Required:
Seat Pan- 11//88””  aalllleenn  kkeeyy  
Set Screw- 11//44””  aalllleenn  kkeeyy
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III. Ultra-Low Modular Interface Modifications                      

i. InterfInterface Brace Bracackketsets (Base to Base Interchangeability)

The modular Ultra-Low CG system design allows it to be interchanged from one powerbase to another by
simply replacing the interface brackets on the CG sub-system.  Although similar in appearance, our interface
brackets are designed specific to each powerbase.  To ensure proper installation, they must correspond with
the base onto which the Ultra-Low CG system is being installed.   In certain instances, with powerbases built
by the same manufactuer, the same brackets may be compatible with a different powerbase.

When transferring a seating system from one powerbase to another, please be certain to contact our
Customer Service Department and/or our Technical Service Department to ensure the proper interface
brackets and components are ordered. 

Our TRx Parts Manual provides detailed assembly/overview drawings specific to each powerbase and
seating system that will identify the necessary interface brackets, and any additional interfacing
components (plates, mounting pins, etc...) needed to complete the installation.  

interfa
ce bracket

NOTE: interface plates are base specific
and must be replaced with the proper
plates in order to re-install the seating
system on a different powerbase

eg. Interface Brackets for the
Q6000 Ultra-Low CGT,

J1402 Ultra-Low CGT,

J1122 Ultra-Low CGT

eg. Interface Bracket for the 
Quickie F11 Ultra-Low CGT

eg.  Interface Brackets for the
3G Storm Ultra-Low CGT

The following examples illustrate the variance that exists between interface brackets for the various
powerbases.  To replace the interface brackets, it is recommended that the seating system be tilted to
access the mounting hardware.  Remove the nyloc nuts securing the existing interface brackets to the
Ultra-Low platform, and install the new interface brackets using the existing hardware*. 
*Note: the location for the mounting hardware (nyloc nuts) may vary from bracket to bracket- please refer to our
parts manual for the proper assembly/ overview drawings).  

Q600 Ultra-Low CGT

interface brackets
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III. Ultra-Low Modular Interfaces Modifications                    
ii. AdAdding a Rding a Rececline module to an Ultrline module to an Ultra-Loa-Low CGTw CGT
Due to the simpler, more versatile Ultra-Low design, the process of replacing a tilt back with a recline module
is far less complicated than earlier systems.  To remove the existing tilt back, remove the seat pan and
disconnect the power cable from the powerbase1.   The left & right back canes can be removed by dis-
assembling the hardware from the cane brackets at the rear of the seat side frames (2 screws per
side- see image A).  With the hardware and cables disconnected, the entire tilt back can be removed.

(note: the tilt armrest pins should also be removed from the side frames (no longer required).

Adding the Recline Module: the entire recline module is installed via 6 mounting locations on the seat
frame assembly.  With the seat pan removed, the recline pocket slides over-top of the rear of the seat
frame.  (Align the holes in the recline pocket with the existing holes at the rear of the seat frame and
the center hole in the cross support- see image B.- and secure with hardware as shown.  Secure the
recline back canes into the upper mounting hole in the cane brackets at the rear of each sea side frame-
as shown in image C.

remove tilt back cane 
mounting hardware

Recline/ESR 

back cane

tilt
back
cane

tilt armrest pin

1Important! 
The instructions provided are related to the assembly process only, and do not address electronics.
In order to properly complete the installation, a new control box may be required and/or new ‘program-
ming’ to include the recline function.  Also limit swicthes will need to be set for tilt / recline limits. Wiring
diagrams and our General Set-Up Manual should be referenced in order to ensure the recline module
is set-up and function properly

reclin
e pocket

cane 

support

bracket

A.

C.B.
recline pocket installation recline back

cane installation
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IV.  Tilt/ Pre-tilt                                                       
The pre-tilt is the angle of the seat frame relative to the horizontal axis (in its lowest ‘home’ position).

It is important to note that on CGT systems the lower the pre-tilt angle the lower the mechanical advan-

tage, and the greater the load on the actuator.

i) for J11-J14 sub-systems:

The pre-tilt angle is factory set between 3° and 5°. The

angle can be adjusted by removing the roll pin in the tilt

actuator (this can be accomplished using a 1/8” pin

punch).  Once the pin is removed, the actuator barrel

can be turned clockwise or counter-clockwise to raise

or lower the seat angle.  Once the adjustment has been

made, the actuator must be re-pinned1.

Important!   whenever an adjustment is made to the
tilt/pre-tilt angle, the carriage bolts (“stops”) on the
underside of the seat frame must also be adjusted to
compensate for the new angle. The maximum

tilt/recline angle available for seating systems using the

J11/ J-14 sub-frame is 168°

ii) for Low-Pro and Ultra-Low sub-systems:

The Low-Pro and Ultra-Low sub-systems are capable of achieving a 0° pre-tilt angle.  The pre-tilt is

typically set at the factory to 0°. The angle can be adjusted by removing the roll pin in the tilt actuator

(this can be accomplished using a 1/8” pin punch).  Once the pin is removed, the actuator barrel can

be turned clockwise or counter-clockwise to raise or lower the seat angle.  Once the adjustment has

been made, the actuator must be re-pinned1.

Important!   whenever an adjustment is made to the tilt/pre-tilt angle, the carriage bolts (“stops”) on the
underside of the seat frame must also be adjusted to compensate for the new angle. The maximum

tilt/recline angle available for seating systems using the low-pro sub-frame is 174°

1Important!- for complete instructions on pinning the actuator, please refer to part XIII. Rod End

Adjustments- Pinning the Actuator (p.99)).

NOTE: a new rod end may be required depending on the desired pre-tilt angle, please see part XIII.

Rod End Adjustments (p.99), for more information.

NOTES
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V.  Precline                                                                        

The precline function is similar to the recline function, but allows up to 30° of forward recline (creating

a ‘lean-forward’ position for the user).  

i) J11-J14 sub-systems:

The precline angle can range from 8° to 30° and is determined by

the size of rod end and actuator installed.  The range of recline is

decreased approximately by the number of degrees of precline.

The full recline range for a J11 or J14 system is 70°.  The maximum

recline angle is approximately 168° (A J14 system with a precline

set at 20°, will recline to an angle of approximately 148°)

ii) Low-Pro and Ultra-Low sub-systems:

For the Low-Pro and Ultra-Low sub-systems, the precline angle

may also be set between  8° and 30°.  A special precline bracket is

required for Low-Pro and Ultra-Low precline systems.  The precline

angle is determined by the size of the rod end and actuator

installed. 

The range of recline is decreased approximately by the number of degrees of precline. The full recline

range for a Low-Pro system is is 80°.  The maximum recline angle  is approximately 174°.**

(**Note: using an example of a Low-Pro System with a pre-tilt angle of 2° and initial back angle of 95°:

The theoretical recline range would travel from 97° to 177° (without tilting), however the range may be

limited to 174° by the powerbase.)

Adjusting the Precline Angle
The precline angle can be adjusted for either system by changing the rod end size (longer rod end =

greater precline angle) or by adjusting the existing rod end.  With each adjustment, the roll pin in the

existing rod end/ actuator must first be removed (using a 1/8” punch).  Once the pin is removed a

new rod end can be inserted, or the actuator barrel can be turned clockwise or counter-clockwise to

raise or lower the precline angle.  Once the final adjustments are completed, the actuator must be re-

pinned*.

*Important!- for complete instructions on pinning the actuator, please refer to part XIII.  Rod End

Adjustments, Pinning the Actuator (p.99)).

NOTES

5555....0000    ----     MMMMeeeecccchhhhaaaannnniiiiccccaaaallll     AAAAddddjjjjuuuussssttttmmmmeeeennnnttttssss::::
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VI.  Seat to Floor Height Adjustments                                  

The degree of seat to floor (STF) adjustments can vary depending on the type of seating system and

power base.  Certain systems do not offer any adjustment for seat to floor height (eg. TDX SL-CGT).

Other systems allow for height adjustments at various intervals.  The examples below illustrate the STF

height adjustments for the (Quantum) Jazzy 1122 Low-Pro CGT, the Invacare Pronto M91 CGT and the

Invacare Storm TDX Single Pivot system.

NOTE: Additional examples of STF height adjustments (on the new Ultra-Low system) are illustrated

in part IX. CG Adjustments (see Figures 13, 16b and 19).

NOTES

21.5 STF

20.5 STF

19.5 STF

Pronto M91 CGT*

Base Frame

Rear Mounting

Pin

Rear Mounting Pin

Front Mounting Pin

18.50” STF

20.00” STF

19.25” STF

Base Frame

J1122 Low-Pro CGT

17.25 STF

15.75 STF

Storm TDX SP
(Single Pivot)

Base Frame

Rear Pivot Weld

Raised Rear

Pivot Weld

* J14 sub-system 
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The TRx tilt back canes are angle adjustable.  There is a total available back angle range of 20°

(adjustable in 5° increments), from the most posterior position to the most anterior position (5° forward/

15° rearward). The factory pre-set position is 95o relative to the seat frame).  If a different angle is

required, the back canes can be adjusted by changing the screw position in the triangular mounting

bracket. (The angles shown below are approximate and are measured relative to the seat frame).

To Adjust the Back Cane Angle:

1. Remove the lower screw from both the right and left canes.

2. Tilt the canes in either the posterior or anterior direction so that the hole in the back cane lines up

with one of the five holes in the triangular brackets.

3. When the desired position is located, re-install the screws.

Back Cane
Angle

Adjustment

Holes

Lower Screw

VII.  Back Cane Angle Adjustments (for Tilt Systems) 

NOTES

100°

95°
85°

90°

105°(5° forward)
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VIII.  Single Post Back- Angle Adjustments

The TRx Single Post Back eliminates the need for back canes

and is also capable of  folding down to less than 11 inches off

the seat pan.  The back angle is adjusted manually with a total

available adjustment range of 36°, from the most posterior

position (18° recline) to the most anterior position (18° pre-

cline).  Adjustments are set at 6° increments.  The back position

is factory pre-set to the maximum (18°) reclined position .  

To Adjust the Back Angle:

1. Lift the release handle to unlock the hinge mechanism.

2. Manually adjust the back to the desired angle/ position.

There are seven hole positions available for adjustment.  The

back angles associated with each hole position are illustrated

below.  (please note that the angles shown are approximate
and are measured relative to the seat frame) .

3. When the desired angle is established, return the handle to

the locked position.

18°
12°

6°
0°

6°

12°

18°forward (precline)

rearward (recline)

back 
angle se

ttin
gs

handle

lift to unlock

back

pan

locking

pins

single

post

back
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IX.  Center of Gravity (CG) Adjustments (forward and aft)
The majority of our TRx Seating Systems may be adjusted in the forward and aft direction when being
mounted onto a power base.  Several factors must be considered when determining the correct position
for the user, including the clients weight distribution and body type. It is very important to ensure adequate
stability is maintained during driving, and in the various power seating positions.   When determining
a suitable system for a client, it is equally important to ensure that the user’s weight does not exceed
(the lesser of) the calculated wheelchair weight capacity or the designated power positioning system (PPS)
weight capacity. A weight capacity calculator (Figure 9.0, (p.73)) has been provided for reference, to
calculate the total user weight and the wheelchair weight capacity.

ImporImportant Inftant Inforormamation tion (for Dealers and Users):

Motion Concepts Power Positioning Systems are designed to accommodate a wide range of user

needs.  Only the dealer and the health care professional can ensure that the system meets the

user’s individual requirements.  It is the dealer’s responsibility to ensure that the wheelchair and

the power positioning system are set up properly and safely for the end user’s specific needs.

StaStabilitybility
By changing the seating position (tilting, reclining, or elevating), the user is changing the stability
characteristics of the wheelchair. It is very important that the system is set up so that it is stable in all
seating positions. When evaluating stability, remember the following:

Most TRx systems can be mounted onto the powerbase in various fore and aft positions. Make certain
that the position selected provides the user with maximum stability over the full range of seating positions.

Consider all personal gear and accessories (backpacks, vent systems, extra batteries, etc..) that will be
carried on the wheelchair. For example, a loaded backpack, attached to the back of the seating system,
can significantly reduce the rearward stability of the wheelchair.

Consider the backrest being used. For example, a recessed back can shift the user’s center of gravity
back and significantly reduce the rearward stability of the wheelchair.  Conversely, a thick back cushion
will shift the user forward and reduce the wheelchairs forward stability.

If using a back other than Motion Concepts, check with manufacturer to ensure it is suitable for power
positioning systems.

Consider the seat cushion being used. A thick seat cushion will raise the user’s center of gravity and
reduce the wheelchairs stability in all directions.

All TRx systems are equipped with drive lockouts. Make sure this is set so as not to compromise the
user’s stability while driving.

All power-bases have programmable controllers which allow adjustment of the maximum acceleration
and deceleration of the wheelchair. Make sure that these are set to an appropriate level for the system
and for the user.

Ensure all medical conditions are considered when setting up the wheelchair.  Involuntary muscle
movement such as spasming may affect the stability of the wheelchair, especially when the seating system
is in a tilted or reclined position.

When a system is fully tilted or reclined, the front wheels of the powerbase should never come off the
ground.  If this occurs, please contact the Motion Concepts Technical Service Department immediately to
resolve the issue.
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  

WWeight Caeight Capacitiespacities

Several factors must be considered when determining the Total User Weight and the Wheelchair
Weight Capacity.  To obtain the weight capacity data from the base manufacturer, please refer to the
Powerbase Owners Manual.  Please refer to the Weight Capacity Calculator outlined below in order to
calculate the total user weight and the wheelchair weight capacity.

Important: If you have any concerns or questions regarding weight capacities, or if the

total User Weight is determined to be greater than the Wheelchair and/or PPS Weight
Capacity, please contact our Technical Service Department immediately

 

i 

WARNING! The total user weight should never exceed (the lesser of) the calculated wheelchair
weight capacity or the designated power positioning system (PPS) weight capacity.

Calculating Wheelchair Weight Capacity:

Weight capacity of base manufacturer’s wheelchair (see Powerbase Owners Manual) _______

Weight of the original wheelchair seat that is being replaced + _______
(if the original wheelchair seat is being re-installed, enter zero)

Weight of the TRx Power Positioning System (refer to p.6, ii.  PPS Weight) - _______

Weight of auxiliary equipment (cushions, headrest, vent, vent battery, etc)  - _______

Wheelchair Weight Capacity = _______

PPS Weight Capacity: (refer to p.6, iii.  PPS Weight Capacity) = _______

Calculating User Weight:

Weight of user (incl. clothing, footwear, jacket, etc) _______

Maximum Weight of personal gear (knapsack and contents, books, etc) + _______

Total User Weight = _______

AAAA

BBBB

CCCC

must be less than        and must be less thanAAAA BBBBCCCCCCCC***( )***

Figure 9.0 - WWeight Caeight Capacity Calculapacity Calculatortor
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PPrroonnttoo  MM--9911
CCGGTT

Note: Upper portion of seat not shown

Seat Frame

Seating system shown mounted in the forward position

Base Frame

Adjustable seat

position on

Pivot Mount

Weldment

Adjustable seat

position on

Rear Mounting

Bracket 

Figure 10. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the Pronto M-91 CGT  (J14 sub-frame)

J14 Sub-Frame

77//88””
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  

The following section illustrates how to complete simple fore and aft adjustments on a variety of our CG
(center of gravity) sub-systems.  Examples from each of the three major powerbase manufacturers are
represented in the images that follow (Figures 10. thru 19.), and include samples of our original J11/
J14 sub-system, along with our Super Low/ Single Pivot (SL/SP), Low-Pro and new Ultra-Low sub-
systems.  In certain images, details are also provided to illustrate the available seat-to-floor (STF)
height adjustments. 
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Figure 11. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the Pronto M91 Low-Pro CGT

PPrroonnttoo  MM9911
LLooww--PPrroo  CCGGTT

Note: Upper portion of seat not shown

Seat Frame

Seating system is
shown mounted in the
most rearward position

Base Frame

11”” 11””
11”” 11””

11””

Frame Interface Plate

00..44””

11””
frontmost
mounting
position

rearmost
mounting
position

Safety Cable

Frame

Interface

Plate

Low-Pro CG Sub-System

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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Figure 12. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the TDX SP (Single Pivot)  (SL/ SP system)

SSttoorrmm  TTDDXX
SSiinnggllee  
PPiivvoott

Note: Upper portion of seat not shown

Rear Pivot Weldment*

Base Frame

Seat Frame

Seating system shown mounted
in the rearward position

Rear Pivot

Weldments

RReeaarr  PPiivvoottss  mmaayy  bbee  aaddjjuusstteedd

ffoorrwwaarrdd  bbyy  11””  iiff  nneecceessssaarryy

1”

Rear Pivot shown mounted
in the forward position

*Note: the rear pivot weldment is
also available with a raised pivot
for a (1 1/2”) higher STF height.

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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Ultra
-Low (U

L) M
ountin

g Plate

Modular T
ilti

ng Plate 

Note: upper seating system not shown

Ultra
-Low Seatin

g System

Powerbase Battery Box

SSttoorrmm  TTDDXX  
UUllttrraa--  LLooww  CCGGTT

Fore & Aft Adjustment
The maximum range of adjustment for the Storm
TDX Ultra-Low CGT is 4” from front to back.  The slot
design in the interface plate allows for infinite fore
and aft adjustment within this established range

{{ }}
Pre-tilt angle is achieved
via these holes when the
system is installed at the
lowest STF height*

(**note: 5° anterior tilt is not
available at the lowest STF height)

at the highest STF position, the
system pivots around this hole

at the lowest STF position, the
system pivots around this hole

Pre-tilt angle is achieved via these
holes when the system is installed
at the highest STF height

5° anterior-tilt

5° pre-tilt

0° pre-tilt

5° pre-tilt

x

x
0° pre-tilt

Standard

Plate

Raised

Plate

2” Raised STF

3” Raised STF

1” Raised STF

lowest STF (17.25”)

STF Height / Pre-Tilt Adjustment
Each style of modular interface plate offers multiple mounting
options to establish the initial pre-tilt angle of the seating system
(i.e.; 5° pre-tilt, 0° pre-tilt and 5° anterior tilt- see below. The
overall system seat-to-floor (STF) height can also be adjusted via
the interface plates- see images at right.  

Figure 13. - Fore & Aft and STF Height Adjustments for the Storm TDX Ultra-Low CGT
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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TThhee  BBllaasstt
CCGGTT

Interface

Plate

Adjustable seat positions
on the Side Plate

Mountin
g P

in
s

J14 Sub-Frame

Base Frame

Figure 14. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the Quantum Blast CGT (J14 sub-frame)

aaddjjuussttaa
bbllee  ii

nn  11””  iinn
ccrree

mmeennttss

Seat Frame

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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TThhee  JJaazzzzyy  
11112222  LLooww--PPrroo  CCGGTT Mounting

Bracket

Adjustable forward &
aft seat positions on
the mounting bracket 

Seat Frame

Base Frame

Figure 15. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the Jazzy 1122 Low-Pro CGT 

}

Note: Upper portion of seat not shown

NOTES

}aaddjjuussttaabbllee  ii
nn  11””  iinn

ccrree
mmeennttss

Optional mounting of interface
plate uses the last 5 holes 
(Note: using these 5 holes will
shift the seating system back by
1.75” relative to the interface plate)
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Low-Pro CG Sub-System

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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Q600 Base Frame
(batteries & shrouds 

not shown)

TRx Ultra-Low

Seating System

Fore & Aft Adjustment
The maximum range of adjustment for the
Q600 Ultra-Low CGT is 3” from front to
back.  The slot design in the interface plate
allows for infinite fore and aft adjustment
within this established range

Interfa
ce Plate

Rear M
ountin

g Slot

Front M
ountin

g Slot

TThhee  QQ660000
UUllttrraa--LLooww  CCGGTT

Figure 16a. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for the Quantum 600 Ultra-Low CGT

Note: shown with Recline and ESR
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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Figure 16b. - Seat-to-Floor Adjustments for the Quantum 600 Ultra-Low CGT

B. C.

Seat-to-Floor Height Reference Drawing 

17-1/4” STF See p.80 

18-1/4” STF Image B. 

18-1/2” STF Image C. 

19-1/4 or 20” STF Image D. 

 

D.
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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QQuuiicckkiiee
SS--664466//  SS--662266

CCGGTT

Seat Frame

5 screws per side

View of right Adapter Bracket

Adapter Bracket

Base Frame

Adjustable seat positions

on the Adapter Brackets

The bracket
is mounted
to the base
frame from
the inside 

Figure 17. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for Quickie S-646/S-626 CGT  (J14 sub-frame)

J11 Sub-Frame

aaddjjuussttaabbllee  iinn  11””  iinnccrreemmeennttss

Optional mounting of the adapter
bracket uses the last 5 holes 
(Note: using these 5 holes will shift
the seating system back by 1.75”
relative to the adapter bracket)

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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QQuuiicckkiiee  SS--664466  
LLooww--PPrroo

CCGGTT

Seat Frame

Mounting

Plate

Base Frame

Interface plate is mounted onto the

base frame from the inside 

Figure 18. - Fore & Aft Adjustments for Quickie S-626/ S-646 Low-Pro CGT

Base

Interface

Plate

B
as

e 
In

te
rf
ac

e 
Pla

te

1 3/4”

1 7/16”

7/16”

11..7755””  

Mounting Plate*

*The mounting plate can be installed into 1 of 3 posi-
tions. The standard position is over all 5 mounting bolts
on the base interface plate.  It can also be mounted one
hole position forward1 or one hole position rearward1.
(each adjustment =1.75”).
1Note: the forward & rearward mounting positions will only use

4 bolts to secure the mounting plate. A minimum of 4 bolts (per
side) must be used to secure the TRx Seating System to the
powerbase to ensure the safety of the system 

mounting bolt

Optional position of the mounting
plate uses the last 5 holes 
(Note: using these 5 holes will
shift the seating system back by
1.75” relative to the interface plate)

11..7755””  
11..7755””  

11..7755””  

Optional mounting position of the
interface plate uses the last 5 holes 
(Note: using these 5 holes will shift
the seating system forward by
1.75” relative to the powerbase)
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Low-Pro CG Sub-System

IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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Figure 19. - Fore & Aft and STF Height Adjustments for the Quickie F11 Ultra-Low CGT

install using 2 of 3mounting holes

rear interface bracket

Fore & Aft Adjustment
The maximum range of adjustment for the Quickie
F11 Freestyle Ultra-Low CGT is 4” from front to back.
The slot design in the interface plate allows for infinite
fore and aft adjustment within this established range

Note: upper seating system not shown

F11 Freestyle Base Frame

1/2” 

lowest STF

}}

STF Height Adjustment
The mounting pins for the Quickie F11
Freestyle provide 6 optional STF height
positions (in 1/2” intervals).  The STF
height must be determined prior to
installing the seating system. Note: the
front bracket and rear pins must be
installed at the same STF height.

FF1111  FFrreeeessttyyllee  
UUllttrraa--  LLooww  CCGGTT

front mounting 

bracket assembly
rear mounting pin

Ultra-Low CGT system
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IX.  CG Adjustments (forward and aft)                                  
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TRx Pivot Plus Legrests offer the client a significant number of adjustment options.  Figures 20. and 21.

and Figure 22. (p.88) provide an quick overview of typical adjustments.  Please contact our Technical
Service Dept. if you have questions/ concerns regarding the PP Legrest set-up.
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

Pivot
Block

Calf Pad
Swivel Bracket

Foot Plate

Calf Pad

Push Pin 

Pin

Foot Plate
Pivot Bracket 

Calf Pad
Pivot Block Back View

Bottom View

Extension
Tube

Adjustable 
Mounting Block

Adjustable
Heel Strap
position

Adjustable
Foot Plate
position

Push Pin Bracket

Adjustable
Bracket
Height

Adj
us

ta
bl

e 
Pin

 D
ep

th

Nylon Set Screw
to adjust Foot
Plate angle*

Positive
Stop 
Bolt

(adjustable)

* extension tube not shown

Adjustable
Clamping
Block

Length adjustable
at 1” Intervals.

3 extension tube
sizes available:

S-   12-16”
L-  15-19”
XL- 18-21” 

Figure 20. - Pivot Plus Legrest Adjustment Overview #1
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

Adjustable Bumper
locations to control
angle of the push
pin bracket

Inverted
Mounting Plate

Standard position for the Calf Pad

Mounting Plate & Pivot Block

Mounting
Plate

Inverted position for the Calf Pad

Mounting Plate & Pivot Block

By inverting the mounting plate & pivot block,
additional depth and height positions for the
calf pad may be achieved.

Calf Pad

Pivot Block

Rubber Bumper

Figure 21. - Pivot Plus Legrest Adjustment Overview #2
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1.  Attach the TRx Pivot Plus (PP) Legrests onto the seating
system by inserting the legrest pin into the legrest receivers
(see image A.).

2.  Seat the client in the chair.

3.  Check the pivot point of the clients knee in relation to the
pivot point on the leg-rest.  Both pivot points should align so
that they rotate around the same axis.  During the set-up/
adjustment of the PP legrests, please note that moving the
legrest receiver inward prevents footplate-to-foot separation,
and moving the legrest outward will reduce back pressure
on the legs when elevating. (refer to Figure 22. (p.88))

Important!
The proper alignment of the legrest pivot axis and the
pivot axis of the knee is critical to the set-up of the Pivot
Plus Legrests and to their overall function and comfort. 

Pin

Pivot

Block

pivot axis

1.0  Knee Pi1.0  Knee Pivvot ot AdjustmentAdjustment

Legrest Receiver
A.

NOTES
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

4.  To adjust the pivot point, remove the bolt in the pivot block that
secures the legrest pin in place. The pin has four adjustment holes
that allow the position of the pivot block to be raised or lowered.
Select the hole position that best aligns the legrest pivot point with
the clients knee pivot point (see photo B).  Raising the pivot point will
reduce back pressure on the legs during elevating and lowering the
pivot point will help prevent footplate-to-foot separation. (see Figure

22. below).

5.  If the pivot point of the legrest is still too high when the pin is posi-
tioned at the lowest setting, the leg receivers can be inverted* which
will lower the overall legrest height by 1.25”.

*In order to invert the legrest receivers, both the left and right
receivers must first be removed.  The left and right receivers are then
switched (left side to right side...), and turned upside down so the
receiver section is now flush with the legrest tube (see photo C).
Repeat Step 3, if necessary, to achieve the proper knee pivot set-up.
(Note: Omit Step 5 for Heavy Duty Systems.)

Legrest Pin ad
ju

st
ab

le
pi

n 
de

pt
h

Inverted Legrest
Receiver

C.

B.

Adjustable Stop Bolt 
(adjust stop bolt to achieve the appropriate
‘parked angle’ of the legrest)

Adjustable Mounting Pin
(adjusts the pin position inside the pivot
block to raise or lower the pivot point )

Adjustable
Legrest
Receiver 

UP
-raising the pivot point
reduces back pressure on
legs when elevated 

DOWN
-lowering the pivot point
prevents footplate-to-foot
separation

Pivot

Block

OUT
-moving the legrest out
reduces back pressure
on legs when elevated 

IN
moving the legrest in
prevents footplate-to-
foot separation

Figure 22. - Pivot Point & Legrest Adjustment

NOTES
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

1.11.1 Connecting LeConnecting Leggrrests to the Pests to the Poowwer er ActuaActuatortorss

1.  Check the alignment of the receptacle block on each of
the leg actuators with the push pins on the PP Legrest.
Ensure that the receptacle blocks and push pins can be fas-
tened together with the actuator fully retracted.  (Note: the
push pin will ‘snap’ and lock into the receptacle block) .  If
adjustments to the knee pivot point (Section 1.0) have
moved the receptacle blocks too close, or too far from the
push pin, then adjustments will be necessary for proper
alignment.   Both steps 2 and 3 below can be used to adjust
the alignment.

2.  One adjustment option is to change the height of the push pin.  This can be accomplished by re-
positioning the push pin bracket into one of four different adjustment holes in the legrest tube (see
photo E. below)   

3.  The entire actuator motor can also be moved forward or backward to attain the proper alignment.
This is accomplished by loosening the 2 bolts that fasten the actuator mounting plate to the seat
frame.  The mounting plate can be moved into the proper position and re-fastened into place (see photo
F. below). Note: The seat pan must be removed to provide access to the actuator mounting plate.

4.  Important!: Check for pinch points once the receptacle block and push pin have been mated. If
any pinch points are present, further adjustments will be required.  A minimum of 1/2” clearance should
be maintained between the top edge of the push pin bracket and the legrest receiver (as illustrated in
Photo D. above)

Push Pin

Actuator

Receptacle

Block

Push Pin

Bracket

ad
ju

st
ab

le
 h

ei
gh

t

Leg Actuator

Mounting Plate

minimum 1/2”
clearance

NOTES

D.

E. F.
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

1.  A leg extension adjustment can be used to accommodate
various knee to heel lengths.  There are 3 extension tube sizes
available: Small (12-16”); Large (15-19”); and XL (18-21”).  The
lengths are adjustable at 1” intervals.

3.  The rubber stopper, located on the push pin bracket, can be
adjusted into one of 3 positions.  Each position will alter the
angle of the legrest.  The factory default setting fastened the
rubber stopper in the middle hole position.  This produces a
legrest angle of approximately 70°.   Fastening the rubber
stopper in the upper hole increases the angle to approximate-
ly 60°, and the lower hole position produces an angle of
approximately 90° (from the horizontal).  

4.  Double check all Legrest Angle Adjustments prior to mov-
ing to Section 1.3- Leg Extension Adjustment

Rubber

Stopper

adjustable height
positions (x3)

Push Pin

Bracket

1.  Once the legrests have been secured to the actuators,
the legrest angle can be set-up to suit the clients needs.  
Note: after any adjustment is made, please double check all
previous adjustments/ set-ups to ensure they have not been
altered.

2.  The positive stop bolt (see photo G.) operates as a
safety stop to prevent the legrest from retracting inward past
a set angle.  As the legrest retracts, the pivot block will even-
tually come in contact with the positive stop bolt and prevent
any further retraction.  The positive stop can prevent dam-
age to the actuator in the event of any frontal collision to the
legrests.  Note: If necessary, a longer bolt may be used in
order to achieve the required stop angle.  

Important!: the positive stop bolt is often set in relation with the rubber stopper (see step 3 below).
The rubber stopper should make the initial contact when the legrests are fully retracted in order to pro-
vide a ‘cushioning’ effect.  The positive stop bolt should be adjusted to engage once the rubber stop-
per has collapsed slightly.

Positive Stop Bolt

1.21.2 LeLeggrrest est AngAngle le AdjustmentAdjustment

1.31.3 LeLeg Extension g Extension AdjustmentAdjustment

Legrest 

Extension

Tube

Pivot Block

G.

I.

H.
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

The calf pad can be adjusted for depth and height depending on the clients needs. 

1.  The calf pad pivot block has 3 adjustable depth positions (see image J. below).  The adjustments
are set at 1/2” intervals.

2.  By inverting the pivot block and the mounting plate, additional depth and height positions for the
calf pad can be achieved.  Please refer to Figure 21.- Pivot Plus Legrest Adjustment Overview #2

(p.86) for an illustration of the standard and inverted mounting positions for the calf pad.

3.  The calf pad can also be adjusted to move the pad in and out from the pivot block.   There are 2 key
places to make adjustments (listed below):  Note: by utilizing different combinations of these adjust-
ments, numerous calf pad positions can be achieved.

1.41.4 CalfCalf PPad ad AdjustmentAdjustment

Calf Pad 

Back View

adjustable 

Pivot Block

1” Nylon

Spacer

1/4” Nylon

Spacer

Swivel
Bolt

1/2” Nylon

Spacer

Optional

Mounting

Holes

Swivel
Bracket

NOTES

J.
K.

i) Three separate nylon spacers are installed along the swivel bolt (see image K. below).  Each of
these spacers are different in length and may be placed in any orientation around the swivel brack-
et in order to adjust the calf pad position.

ii) The swivel bracket has two sets of mounting holes that can also be used to adjust the position
of the calf pad.  The standard mounting position is shown in image K. below.  Using the forward
mounting holes will extend the calf pad outward by approximately 1 1/2”.
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X.  TRx Pivot Plus Legrests (Set-up & Adjustment)

The foot plate can be adjusted in several locations, depending on the client's needs.  Please refer to
images L. and M. below for an illustration of the various adjustment points on the footplate.

1. The clamping block can be fastened to the foot plate in 3 different locations.  These adjustments will
move the entire footplate position forward and aft.  Note: by inverting the clamping block, 3 addition-
al forward and aft mounting positions can be achieved.  Each adjustment is at a 1“ interval

2. By loosening the clamping block, the entire footplate can be move in and out along the length of the
pivot bracket tube. 

3. The heel strap can also be adjusted into 3 different positions (front to back).  Each strap adjustment
is at a 1” interval.

4.  The angle of the footplate can be altered by adjusting the nylon set-screw inside the pivot bracket.
With the set screw fully inserted the footplate will rest at 90 degrees (perpendicular to the legrest exten-
sion tube).  Loosening the set screw will gradually decrease the footplate angle (less than 90 degrees).

1.51.5 FFootplaootplate te AdjustmentAdjustment

Adjustable
Heel Strap
position

Adjustable
Footplate

position

Clamping

Block

Nylon Set Screw

to adjust Foot

Plate angle.

Note: legrest extension

tube is not shown.

Footplate

Pivot

Bracket

Tube

1

4

2

3

Important! During the final positioning/ adjustment of the Pivot Plus Legrests, ensure that the actu-
ator is not loaded when the legrest is in its down (retracted) position.

NOTES

M.L.
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TRx Heavy-Duty (HD) Swing Away Legrests offer the client a significant number of adjustment options.
Figure 23. below provides a quick overview of typical adjustments.  Please contact a Technical Service
representative if you have questions/concerns regarding the legrest set-up.

5555....0000    ----     MMMMeeeecccchhhhaaaannnniiiiccccaaaallll     AAAAddddjjjjuuuussssttttmmmmeeeennnnttttssss::::

XI. TRx Heavy-Duty Swing Away Legrests (Set-up/ Adjustments)

Figure 23.- TRx Heavy-Duty Swing Away Legrest: Adjustment Overview

nylon set-screw 
(to adjust foot plate angle)

Clamping

Block

pivot bracket

assembly

Note: Extension Bar not shown

Adjustable 

Heel Strap

Mounting Pin

main tube

assembly

extension bar

3 sizes available:
S-   12-16”
L-  15-19”
XL- 18-21” 

extension tube

adjustments at 1/2”

intervals.

Pin Adjustment Bolt

Plunger

Assembly

Plunger Pin
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Note: Set-up and adjustments on the HD Swing Away Legrests will need to be addressed indi-

vidually for both the left and right legrests.

1.  Insert the mounting pin into the legrest receiver and lock the plunger into position (see image A

below).  Refer to image F. (p.95) to see an example of an improperly locked plunger.

2.  When the legrest is properly inserted into the legrest hanger, the beveled shoulder of the hanger will

align with the beveled shoulder on the foot-rest assembly (see image C. below).

3.  Test the fit of the legrest assembly by moving it laterally and from front to back.  There should be no
play after the legrest is in the locked position.  If there is any play evident in the locked legrest, the
eccentric mounting pin may be adjusted to compensate.  To adjust the mounting pin please refer to
Section 1.1 Adjusting the Mounting Pin (p.95).

1.0  Installing the 1.0  Installing the TRx HD Swing TRx HD Swing AAwwaay Ley Leggrrestest

plunger in
locked position

legrest

hanger

test for ‘play’
in the legrest.
(ensure plunger
is locked)

Overhead View

unlock

eccentric mounting pin

beveled shoulder

B.

C.

A.

XI. TRx Heavy-Duty Swing Away Legrests (Set-up/ Adjustments)
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1.1  1.1  Adjusting the Mounting PinAdjusting the Mounting Pin

To ensure a tight fit between the legrest and the reciever, the mounting pin can be adjusted as follows

(refer to image E.):

1.  With the plunger pin still engaged, use an allen key to loosen the pin adjustment bolt.

2.  Use a wrench to rotate the mounting pin inside the legrest receiver until a snug fit is achieved.

3.  With the wrench holding the mounting pin in position, re-tighten the adjustment bolt with the allen

key.

4.  Important!- Test the plunger assembly to ensure it is functioning/ locking properly (see image F.).

If the plunger mechanism is too stiff or the plunger pin does not lock fully, loosen the mounting pin

slightly and re-test.

Note: the threaded extrusion at the top of the mounting pin is designed to be slightly off-center.  This

unique design causes the pin to rotate in an elliptical (non-circular) path.  Therefore, as the pin is tight-

ened it will create a wedge affect and force the legrest to snug up against the legrest receiver.

NOTES

E. plunger mechanism
not locked properly 

gap

F.

(view from top)

D.

bo
tto

m

to
p

Mounting Pin 

XI. TRx Heavy-Duty Swing Away Legrests (Set-up/ Adjustments)
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1.  The leg extension is adjustable to accommodate various knee to heel lengths.  There are three

lengths of extension bars available:  

Small    =   12-16”

Large     =   15-19”

X-Large  = 18-21” 

(Note: extension bars are adjustable at 1/2” intervals)

2.  To adjust the leg extension, remove the two screws from the down tube and re-position the exten-

sion bar.  Align the holes in the down tube with the holes in the extension bar and re-fasten the screws

in the new position.

1.2  Le1.2  Leg Extension g Extension AdjustmentsAdjustments

legrest extension baradjustment screws

legrest down tube

NOTES

G.
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clamping block

adjustable footplate angle

nylon set screw

Bottom View

pivot

bracket

tube

nylon set-screw 
(to adjust foot plate angle)

clamping b
lock

Note: Extension Bar not shown

adjustable 

heel strap

extension bar

The footplate can be adjusted in several locations, depending on the client's needs.  Please refer to
Figure 24. and additional images (below) for an illustration of the various footplate adjustments.

1.  The clamping block can be fastened to the footplate in 3 different locations.  These adjustments will
move the entire footplate position forward and aft.  Note: by inverting the clamping block, 3 addition-
al forward and aft mounting positions can be achieved.  Each adjustment is at a 1“ interval

2.  By loosening the clamping block, the entire footplate can be move in and out along the length of the
pivot bracket tube. (see image H.)

3.  The heel strap can also be adjusted into 3 different positions (front to back).  Each strap adjustment
is at a 1” interval.

4.  The angle of the footplate can be altered by adjusting the nylon set-screw inside the pivot bracket.
With the set screw fully inserted the footplate will rest at 90 degrees (perpendicular to the legrest exten-
sion tube).  Loosening the set screw will gradually decrease the footplate angle (less than 90 degrees).
(see images I. and J.)

pivot bracket

(Note: clamp can also

be inverted to allow 3

additio
nal adjustments)

Figure 24. - Footplate Adjustment Overview

1.3  F1.3  Footplaootplate te AdjustmentsAdjustments

J.

I.

H.

XI. TRx Heavy-Duty Swing Away Legrests (Set-up/ Adjustments)

(approx. 6°)
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XII.  Adjustment of Push Rod Legrests with Recline            

Push Rod Legrests and recline are synchronized so that as the seating system reclines, the legrests
extend at the same time.  This feature can be used with any elevating legrests (ELR’s), including the
pivot plus center mount foot platform.   In order to synchronize the legrests with the recline function, a
push rod crank is used.  The push rod bracket is mounted to the inside of the back cane, and can be
installed/ adjusted at different heights. (Note: If the push bar is mounted too low, it will interfere with
the rear pivot point on the seat side frame).  The mounting position of the push rod will determine the
starting angle for the installed ELR’s.

Adjustments may also be made on the individual ELR’s.  Each ELR will have it’s own specific adjust-
ment capabilities that can be set to meet the needs of the end user (eg. pivot points, legrest exten-
sions, footplate angle, etc...) 

Tilt Elevating TRx System with 

Push Rod Legs (in recline mode)

Push Rod system in upright position Push Rod system in recline position

Push Rod

Bracket

Adjustable

mounting

positions

NOTES

Back Cane
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XIII.  Rod End Adjustments                                                  

Rod ends thread into the ends of the actuator barrel and require a 1/8” roll pin
to lock them into position once they are properly set.  Their sizes vary accord-
ing to the requirements of the seating system, but typically our rod ends range
between 1.75” and 3.25” (at 1/4” intervals).  Longer rod end sizes are available
if required.  The size of the rod end is currently stamped into the side face of the
rod end for easy reference (older rod ends have the size stamped into the top
face of the rod-end).  Note: Certain systems may also have limitations to the rod
end sizes they can handle.  Size may be restricted due to actuator clearances,
potential pinch points, and power base limitations. 

In order to adjust or replace a rod end, the existing roll pin in the actuator must first be removed (using
a 1/8” pin punch).  Once the pin is removed, a new rod end can be inserted, or the existing rod end can
be adjusted by turning the actuator barrel clockwise or counter-clockwise around it’s threads.  Once
final adjustments are completed, the actuator must be re-pinned.

Pinning the Pinning the ActuaActuatortor
Important!: All tilt and recline actuators must be pinned before being
operated. This will prevent the actuator barrel from unwinding and disen-
gaging from the rod-end.  Every Motion Concepts tilt and recline actuator
should either be factory pinned, or supplied with a pin for installation by a
trained technician.

For safety, the rod-end threads must extend at least 0.50" into the actua-
tor barrel. If the desired initial angle adjustment does not allow for at least
0.50" of thread, contact Motion Concepts and request a longer rod-end.
Once the rod-end is in the correct position, the hole in the actuator barrel
can be used as a locator to drill a 1/8" hole through the rod-end. The roll
pin (1/8" diameter x 1 1/8" long) must be hammered completely through the

hole so that it protrudes 1/16" on both sides.

Note: Any adjustment to the initial angle will require a new hole to be drilled through the rod-end.

NEVER use a rod end with more than two holes drilled into it (including the hole being pinned).  Make

sure that any secondary hole is drilled at a sufficiently different orientation on the rod-end so as to pro-

vide proper and complete pinning, and not compromise the strength of the rod-end.

Actuator

Barrel

Rod End

1/8” Roll Pin

Actuator Barrel Rod End

Max. 5/16”

Min. 1/2”

*Note: Roll Pin not shown
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I.  Voltmeter                                                    

Voltmeters are typically hand-held, battery operated instruments (similar to the image
below) that are used for testing and troubleshooting electronic systems.

Testing for Continuity in a Mercury Switch
1.  Set the Voltmeter to Ohms (Ω).

2.  Place the leads inside the molex connector for the mercury switch. One lead on 
each terminal (see photos below).

3.  Tilt mercury switch into an upright position (Photo A).  

4.  Reading on the Display should show 0 (zero) if there is continuity (closed loop).

5.  Tilt mercury switch into an inverted position (Photo B).  
6.  Reading on the Display should show 1 (or value other than 0)* if the loop is open

(no continuity).  *Note: display reading can vary depending on the voltmeter.

III.  Continuity Testing- Mercury Switches             

Display

Rotary Switch

Input

Terminals

Voltmeter

Leads

II.  Voltmeter: Voltage and Continuity                    
Voltmeter Set-up for Testing Voltage & Continuity
1.  When testing voltage with a Voltmeter, make sure the rotary switch/ dial is set to

Volts (V).

2.  When testing continuity with a Voltmeter, make sure the rotary switch/ dial is set
to Ohms (ΩΩ).

3.  The black & red testing leads should be plugged into the COM (common) input ter-
minal and the Volts/ Ohms input terminal.

A. B.

Symbol Definition

AC Alternate Current Voltage

DC Direct Current Voltage 

V Volts

mV Millivolts (1/1000 volts) 

A Ampere (amps) Current

mA Milliampere (1/1000 amps) 

Ω Ohms. Resistance

kΩ Kilohm (1000 ohms) Resistance

MΩ Megohm (1000 000 ohms) Resistance

Hz Hertz (1 cycle/sec). Frequency

kHz Kilohertz (1000 cycles/sec). Frequency

ms Milliseconds (1/1000 sec)

RPM 1 Revolutions/ min. Counting 1 cycle/ spark

RPM 2 Revolutions/ min. Counting 2 cycles/ spark

molex connector

leads

mercury
switch
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IV.  Voltage Testing                                                      
Testing for Voltage at the TRx Power Harness (from Battery)
1.  Set the Voltmeter to Volts (V).
2.  Press the ‘zero’ button** to clear the voltmeter display (**not available on all voltmeters)
3.  Disconnect the existing power connection between the Power Cable (from powerbase) and the
Actuator Harness (red/black/blue triple a-mode connection) from the control box 
4.  Place the leads inside the red and black a-mode terminals from the Power Cable connector. 
5.  The Display should show a voltage reading (greater than) >18 Volts if functioning properly

Testing for Voltage to the Actuator (from Actuator Harness)
1.  Set the Voltmeter to Volts (V).
2.  Press the ‘zero’ button** to clear the voltmeter display (**not available on all voltmeters)
3.  Disconnect the existing power connection between the Actuator Harness and the specific Actuator
(motor) being tested.
4.  Place the leads inside each a-mode terminal on the motor connection from the Actuator Harness. 
5.  Press the control switch that operates the actuator motor
6.  The Display should show a voltage reading (greater than) >18 Volts if functioning properly.
7.  Note: Test (toggle) the actuator in both directions (the display should indicate positive and negative
values depending on the direction of the actuator).

NOTES

Actuator Harness

to Control box

Power Cable from

Powerbase

Red

Blue

Black 

positive readingnegative reading
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V.  Powering the Actuators                                                   

Applying Power Directly to an Actuator

In order to test/ service an actuator, or in the case of a dead battery, it may be necessary to apply power
directly to an actuator.  

1.  Disconnect the existing connection between the motor harness and the actuator harness.
2.  Connect the the power source directly to the motor harness from the actuator (see note below).

Note: by changing the polarity of the a-mode connectors, the actuator can be made to “push” or “pull”
(depending on which motor direction is appropriate).  Positive over Negative will cause a pushing
action; and Negative over Positive will cause a pulling action.

NOTES

Original Actuator Connection Positive over Negative- ‘Push’ Negative over Positive- ‘Pull’

Actuator

Harness

Motor

Harness Power input

from  Battery

Red

a-mode

Red 

a-mode

Black

a-mode Black

a-mode

Motor

Harness

C53 Actuator By-Pass Cable for Power Elevating Seat (PES) Systems

The C53 actuator by-pass cable was designed for use on our

PES Systems.  The C53 by-pass cable allows power to be

applied directly to the PES actuator and by-passes the seat

controller and on-board batteries. The by-pass connection

requires 12 to 24 Volts to operate the PES actuator.  This

connection is intended only for use by Service Technicians for

the purpose of accessing on-board batteries that have been

depleted beyond charging and require replacement, or for the

original installation of the batteries. Refer to Figure 25. (p.105)
for detailed installation instructions for the C53 by-pass cable.
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PES

Actuator

Micro Switch Drive
Lockout

DOUBLE A-MODE

Yellow/Yellow

TRIPLE A-MODE CONNECTION

Red/Black/Blue

CC5533

*Actuator By-Pass
Connection

White/Black

(to Actuator)

White/Black

(to Controller)

Control Box

C30 Actuator
Harness

Motor 1 

Optional Motor

Assignment 

Optional Motor

Assignment

TRIPLE A-MODE CONNECTION

to PES Actuator

Blue/Black

A-Modes
Green/Yellow

A-Modes

(with C45 Harness only)

Red/Black/Blue

Red/Black/Blue

TRIPLE A-MODE CONNECTION

Elevating Power Cable

TRE0405

Control Box

(with C45 Harness only)

CC5533

(to Actuator)
White/ Black

White/Black
(to Controller)

I. Wiring Diagram for a Single Function Control Box (in combination with a C30 Actuator Harness)

*Important!:
The power by-pass connection requires 12 or 24 Volts to operate
the PES actuator.  This by-pass is intended for use by Service
Technicians in the event that the on-board batteries have been
depleted beyond charging and require replacement.

Blue/ Black

Blue/Black

Red/Black
A-Mode

+ -

External Power Supply

(12V or 24V)

Red/Red

DOUBLE A-MODE

DOUBLE
A-MODE

Power

Cable

Power Base

II. Wiring Diagram for a Multi-Function Control Box (in combination with a C33B or C45 Actuator Harness)

C45 or C33B
Actuator Harness

DOUBLE A-MODE

DOUBLE A-MODE

DOUBLE A-MODE

PES Actuator  

*Important!:
The power by-pass connection requires 12 or 24 Volts to operate
the PES actuator.  This by-pass is intended for use by Service
Technicians in the event that the on-board batteries have been
depleted beyond charging and require replacement.

+ -
External Power Supply

(12V or 24V)

*Actuator By-Pass
Connection

Power

Cable

To Power Base

Red/Black 
A-Mode

6666....0000    ----     DDDDiiiiaaaaggggnnnnoooossssttttiiiiccccssss    &&&&    TTTTrrrroooouuuubbbblllleeeesssshhhhoooooooottttiiiinnnngggg::::

V.  Powering the Actuators                                                   
Figure 25. - Installation of the C53 By-Pass Cable (for PES Systems)
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6666....0000    ----     DDDDiiiiaaaaggggnnnnoooossssttttiiiiccccssss    &&&&    TTTTrrrroooouuuubbbblllleeeesssshhhhoooooooottttiiiinnnngggg::::

VI.  Lazarus M07 Battery Charger Booster                            
Lazarus M07
The Lazarus is a specially designed battery charger booster that helps start the charging of depleted
batteries (less than 18 volts).  Note: An external charge must be used with the Lazarus.

Operating Instructions:
To ensure the Lazarus works effectively, please follow the directions below.
Before starting to operate your Lazarus, be sure to unplug your on board charg-
er. You must use an external charger with the Lazarus.

Connect the battery charger to the female connector of the Lazarus.

Plug the male, free-hanging plug into the battery charger connector of the wheel-
chair.

Press and hold the START button. Hold the START button until the green RUN
indicator lights up and stays on. Then release the START button.

Once the green RUN light stays on for 1 minute, the Lazarus must be disconnect-
ed and the battery charger should be connected directly to the wheelchair. If this
is not done, the batteries in the Lazarus will lose power.

If the red START indicator does not light up or goes out while you’re holding the
START button, this means that the wheelchair and battery charger may be incom-
patible or have wiring faults. In this case, disconnect the Lazarus immediately.

If the green RUN light does not stay on, it means that either the charger or wheelchair batteries are defec-
tive.

Important!: For optimal performance from the Lazarus, follow the operating instructions carefully. Only
use the Lazarus with plug-compatible wheelchairs and chargers. Please also make sure that the voltage
battery charger connector of the wheelchair reads positive on pin 1 and negative on pin 2.  If the pins are
not numbered on your wheelchair battery charger connector, look for the numbering on the female con-
nector of Lazarus. Please note that defective batteries, even with the use of the Lazarus, may not start
charging, or hold the charge.

NOTES
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6666....0000    ----     DDDDiiiiaaaaggggnnnnoooossssttttiiiiccccssss    &&&&    TTTTrrrroooouuuubbbblllleeeesssshhhhoooooooottttiiiinnnngggg::::

VII.  Wiring: Following the Path                                            

Although the wiring of a typical TRx seating system can appear very complex and intimidating, each
system follows a similar/ consistent wiring configuration.  Most electrical problems can be identified by
‘following the path’; from the batteries to the control box to the harnesses, actuators and limit switches.
By examining the electronics in a systematic fashion, the problem can be readily isolated and resolved.
The following is a list of “Yes or No” questions that has been developed to help diagnose electrical
defects   

NOTES

Electrical Defects:

Important Electronics Information needed to diagnose problems:

Control Box Type: ________    Controller Type: ________    TRx Switches: Y / N?    Functions thru Joystick: Y / N?

To resolve symptoms identified in questions below, please refer to the Troubleshooting Guide, p.106

Questions: Yes/ No 

Are the batteries fully charged (25V or higher)?       Actual Charge:  ______ V Y / N

Are the fuses OK (power harness fuse/ base fuse)? Y / N

Does the wheelchair drive? Y / N

……….Is the seating system in the neutral/ home position? Y / N

Does the Red drive lockout (DLO) light come on? Y / N

……….Does the Red DLO light remain on? Y / N

Is the Control Box programmed correctly (Dip Switches/ Jumpers)? Y / N

Is it a new part installation? Y / N

Are all cables/switches properly connected with no visible damage or cuts? Y / N

Is the problem intermittent (day to day/ during tilt/ during elevating/etc…)? Y / N

……….Explain: _________________________________________________________

……….Are cable ties affecting the connection (too tight/ too loose)? Y / N

Does it work with all available switches (TRx Switch/ Joystick/ Attendant Switch)? Y / N

Is the switch/cable plugged into the correct port? Y / N

Is there voltage (power) at the power harness (from battery)? (check with voltmeter- see p.101) Y / N

Is there voltage (power) to the actuator? (check with voltmeter- see p.101) Y / N

Has the original pre-tilt angle been adjusted?       Actual Pre-Tilt: ______° Y / N

Are the mercury switches/ micro-switches functioning properly (Tilt/PES/DLO)? Y / N

……….Is the angle/position of the mercury switch/micro-switch set correctly? Y / N

……….Is there continuity in the mercury switches? (check with voltmeter- see p.100) Y / N
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6666....0000    ----     DDDDiiiiaaaaggggnnnnoooossssttttiiiiccccssss    &&&&    TTTTrrrroooouuuubbbblllleeeesssshhhhoooooooottttiiiinnnngggg::::

VIII.  Troubleshooting Guide                                                 

SSyymmppttoomm PPrroobbaabbllee  CCaauussee SSoolluuttiioonnss
System tilted/ elevated beyond the 

Drive Lockout (DLO) angle

Return seating system to neutral (home) 

position.                                                    

Drive Motors not engaged Engage Drive Motors 

Low batteries  Check/ Charge/ Replace Batteries    

Loose/ Faulty electrical connection
Check cable connections/ Check cable 

ties (too tight/ too loose)  

Blown fuse Inspect/ Replace fuse. 

Loose/ Faulty electrical connection
Check cable connections/ Check cable 

ties (too tight/ too loose)  

Faulty Power Harness Check/ Replace Power Harness

Faulty Mercury Switch Check/ Replace mercury switch

Spongy Battery (fluctuating charge) Check/ Replace Battery

Relay box not programmed correctly     
Check the relay box configuration guide 

and verify dip switch/ jumper settings.          

Mercury Switch is not set-up properly 
Adjust Mercury Switch (refer to Section 

4.0- the Electronic System, Limit Switches

Faulty Mercury Switch Check/ Replace mercury switch

Mercury Switch is not set-up properly 
Adjust Mercury Switch (refer to Section 

4.0- the Electronic System, Limit Switches 

Incorrect switch settings in relay box
Check dip switch/ jumper settings in relay 

box (refer to the Configuration Guide)

Incorrect wiring connections Check connections.

Loose/ faulty electrical connection Check connections.

Faulty limit switch Check/ Replace limit switch

Limit switch is not set-up properly 
Adjust Limit Switch (refer to Section 4.0- 

the Electronic System, Limit Switches

Faulty limit switch Check/ Replace limit switch

Limit switch is not set-up properly 
Adjust Limit Switch (refer to Section 4.0- 

the Electronic System, Limit Switches

Low Voltage/ Battery not charged
Test system power cable using Voltmeter/ 

charge batterires (Lazarus)

Joystick not plugged in Inspect cable connection

Joystick not turned on
Turn on power to the Joystick via the 

keypad

Blown base fuse Inspect/ Replace fuse

Pinched switch harness
adjust harness/ cable position to prevent 

pinching

Stuck switch Inspect/ Repair / Replace switch

System only operates in one 
direction

Tilt/Recline actuator keeps 
running

Wheelchair power is ON, but 
system does not Drive

DLO red indicator light does not 
light up

DLO red indicator light is ON, 
but no lockout

Limit switch not functioning 
properly

Seating System is not 
functioning

Drive Lockout (DLO) is not 
functioning

Joystick will not function

Intermittent Seating System 
functions (day to day, during tilt, 
during recline…)

*Note: For further assistance on these and any other issues, please contact our Technical Service Department at 888-433-6818.
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

I.  Anti-Tip Adjustment                                           

Anti-tip lockout motors are only required on certain power bases.  The style of anti-tip-
pers and how they are adjusted differs depending on the powerbase.  However, in all
cases, the proper set-up of the anti-tipper locking system is critical to ensure the sta-
bility of the wheelchair during tilt and/or recline functions.

Important!: Where appropriate, a wheelchair should never be released to the user

until the anti-tip mechanism is properly set up and tested.

NOTES

i. Adjusting the Anti-Tippers (for the Quickie S-646) 
The Quickie S-646 power bases are equipped with ratchet style anti-tippers at the rear
of the chair. In the regular drive mode, the anti-tip locks are not engaged, and the anti-
tippers move freely up and down. This allows the wheelchair to drive up ramps, over
curbs or on uneven terrain. However, when the chair is tilted/reclined, the anti-tip locks
engage to limit the anti-tip travel and provide safety to the user. 

1. To test that the anti-tip mechanism is functioning properly, place the seat in the
upright position and lift the anti-tippers up. The anti-tippers should be able to travel
without any obstruction. If the anti-tipper lock engages, tighten the cable from the front
(at the anti-tip motor) and repeat step 1. 

2. Next, tilt the chair back approximately 10° and lift the anti-tippers up.  The anti-tip-
pers should lift approximately 1-2” and then the anti-tip latch should engage to prevent
further anti-tip travel. If the lock does not engage, loosen the cable from the front (at
the anti-tip motor) and repeat step 2.

3. Return the seat to the upright position and repeat test procedure until cable is prop-
erly adjusted.

For information regarding the setting of limit switches for the anti-tip system, please

refer to Section 4.0- the Electronic System: Setting the Limit Switch for the Anti-
Tipper Latch (p. 46). Set-up information will also be provided in the associated TRx
Installation Manual.

When properly adjusted, the
spring should be partially, but not
completely compressed as shown.

Release Position: Anti-tip system is

not engaged (right anti-tipper shown).

Tilt/Recline Position: Anti-tip system

is engaged (right anti-tipper shown).

Cable is loose
when engaged
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

I.  Anti-Tip Adjustment                                                        

ii. Adjusting the Anti-Tipper Latch (for the Quantum Blast) 
The Quantum Blast power base is equipped with anti-tippers at the rear of the chair.  In the regular drive
mode, the anti-tip latches are not engaged, however, when the chair is tilted or reclined the anti-tip
latches engage to limit the anti-tip travel and provide safety to the user while in the tilted/reclined posi-
tion..

1. To test that the anti-tip mechanism is adjusted and functioning
properly,  place the seat in the upright position and lift the anti-tip-
per up. The anti-tipper should be able to travel without any imped-
ance.  If the anti-tipper latch engages the frame, tighten the cable
using the cable adjuster at the anti-tipper and repeat step 1.  

2. Next, tilt the chair back approximately 10° and lift the anti-tip-

pers up. The latch should engage the frame to prevent further anti-

tip travel.  If the latch does not engage, loosen the cable from the

front and repeat step 2.

3. Return the seat to the upright position and repeat the test pro-

cedure until the cable is properly adjusted.

4. Make sure that the hook length is adjusted correctly. With the

anti-tipper not loaded, there should be approximately 1/8” clear-

ance for the hook underneath the frame. This will ensure that the

hook will be able to pass underneath the frame even if the anti-tip-

per is loaded.

For information regarding the setting of limit switches for the anti-tip system, refer to Section 4.0- the

Electronic System: Setting the Limit Switch for the Anti-Tipper Latch (p.46).  Set-up information
will also be provided in the associated TRx Installation Manual.

Anti-Tipper latch

properly engaged Leave minimum 1/8” clearance

Cable bracket

Anti-Tip
Lock Bracket

Cotter pin

Spring

Anti-Tip
Latch

NOTES
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

I.  Anti-Tip Adjustment                                                        

iii. Lowering Rear Anti-Tipper Wheels (for the Quickie Freestyle* F11/ M11) 

When installaing any TRx power positioning system onto
a Quickie Freestyle F11 or M11 powerbase, the rear anti-
tipper casters/ wheels must be re-mounted at the lowest
available setting on the rear forks (if they have not already
been installed in this position).  The lower anti-tipper caster
position will ensure proper stability for the TRx Seating
System following installation.

1.  Loosen the rubber stopper and adjust it inward as far
as it can go (no visible threads) 

2.  Remove the existing bolt from the rear caster/ wheel.

3. Reposition the wheel to the lowest available mounting
position on the rear fork, re-insert the bolt and secure the
wheel in place.

4. To compensate for the lower anti-tipper wheel position,
the rubber stopper must be re-adjusted outward until the
stopper just makes contact with the base frame.  Lock
stopper into position.

5.  Repeat steps 1-3 for the remaining rear anti-tipper

Rubber stoppers must be
re-adjusted to compensate
for the revised anti-tipper
wheel position. 

Re-install caster/wheel at the lowest setting.

Rear Anti-tipper(left side shown)

Adjustable
Stopper

Anti-tipper
caster/ wheel

Height
Adjustment

Re
ar

 F
or

k

NOTES

*Note: Images shown are from a
Freestyle F11 powerbase (the same
adjustments apply to the M11 powerbase)
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

II.  Motor Adjustment                                                          

Certain powerbases allow for forward and aft adjustability of the drive motors and the suspension.  This
may be necessary, prior to installation, to allow for proper clearance of the seating system, or it may be
required to maintain the overall stability of the wheelchair. The following section identifies powerbases
that require motor/ suspension adjustments. 

i. Quickie S-525 (motor adjustment):

Original Drive Motor Location 

1.  To adjust the Drive Motors, the rear
wheels must be removed to gain access
to the mounting bolts.
2.  Remove the bolts and align the
mounting bracket for the drive motor in
the rearmost position (for greater stabili-
ty).  Note: In order to re-mount the
motor, different mounting bracket holes
were used.
3.  Secure each motor into position and

re-mount the rear wheels

Drive Motor in Rearmost Mounting Location

rear wheel

removed

motor

mounting

bracket

drive

motor

motor mounting holes

revised bolt

positions

drive

motor

Important!
The powerbase owners manual should always be referenced for instructions on adjusting the drive motor.
The powerbase manufacturer should be contacted directly regarding any questions or concerns. 

NOTES
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

II.  Motor Adjustment                                                          

ii. Storm 2nd & 3rd Generation (motor adjustment):

a.) Gearless Brush Motors

1.  To adjust each Gearless Brush Motor, remove the four mounting bolts securing the drive motor to
the base (2 upper and 2 lower bolts- see photo).
2.  Slide the motor into the rearmost mounting position for added stability.  Note: there are 3 optional
drive motor mounting positions on the powerbase.
3.  Re-install the 4 bolts to secure the motor into position.

b.) 4-Pole Motors

1.  To adjust each 4-Pole Motor, remove the four mounting bolts securing the drive motor to the base
(2 inner and 2 outer bolts- see photo).
2.  Slide the motor into the rearmost mounting position for added stability.  Note: there are 3 available
drive motor mounting positions on the mounting bracket.
3.  Re-install the 4 bolts to secure the motor into position.

drive

motor

4-Pole motor mounted in rearmost

position (left side shown)

optional mounting positions

drive motor

optional mounting positions bolt locations

bolt locations

Gearless Brush motor mounted in

rearmost position (right side shown)

NOTES
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7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

II.  Motor Adjustment                                                          

iii. Quickie P220/ P222 (rear suspension/ motor adjustment):
The rear suspension on the Quickie P220/ P222 powerbases must be shifted rearward (on both sides
of the power base), prior to the installation of all TRx Super Low and Low-Pro CG seating systems.  

1.  Remove the 4 existing bolts in the suspension mounting plate (see image below) and retain the
hardware. 

Remove 4 bolts (save
hardware) in order to shift
the suspension mounting
plate backwards. 

2. With the bolts removed, shift the suspension mounting plate so that the plate covers the three rear-
most holes in the rear suspension bracket and extends backwards by one hole.  

3.  Install the base extension bracket such that it covers the to 2 foremost holes in the suspension
mounting plate and 2 holes in the rear suspension bracket (see image below). Use the existing hard-
ware along with the mounting hardware provided by Motion Concepts to secure the components into
position. Repeat steps 1-3 for the opposite side of the power base.

Base Extension Bracket

Suspension Mounting Plate

Suspension

Mounting

Plate

Note: image shown with rear
wheel removed for clarity.

Rear Suspension Bracket

Rear Suspension Bracket



7777....0000    ----     SSSSeeeetttttttt iiiinnnngggg    UUUUpppp    tttthhhheeee    BBBBaaaasssseeee::::

III.  TRx Ready Bases                                                         

i. Quickie G424  (with heavy-duty suspension)
The Quickie (Sunrise) G424 powerbase must be ordered TRx-Ready with a heavy-duty suspension for
all Motion Concepts seating system installations.  If a field installation is requested, the G424 must first
be retrofitted by Sunrise Medical with a heavy-duty suspension.

Important!  
With certain powerbases in the marketplace, it may be necessary for the base manufacturer to further
stabilize or strengthen the powerbase prior to the installation of our TRx power positioning systems.
These powerbases are typically referred to as “TRx-Ready” bases and may be ordered as such from
the manufacturer in the case of new systems.  Any of these powerbases that exist in the field (that are
not TRx-Ready) must be upgraded by the manufacturer prior to installing our TRx Seating Systems.

WARNING! 
Depending on the complexity and weight of the TRx power positioning system being installed, it may
be necessary to upgrade the suspension of a powerbase (regardless of model) in order for the entire
seating system to operate safely.  It is the Dealers responsibility to ensure the powerbase is set-up
properly and safely for the client. (Note: the specific weight of a power positioning system can be
provided by Motion Concepts upon request).

ii. Jazzy 1121  (with modified stabilizer crossbar)
The Jazzy (Pride) J1121 powerbase must be ordered TRx-Ready with a modified stabilizer bar to
ensure adequate rearward stability for our seating system installations.  If a field installation is request-
ed, the J1121 must first be retrofitted by Pride Mobility with the modified stabilizer crossbar.

iii. Storm TDX 3,4,5 (with HD rear castor springs) *for Vent Applications

When a Vent system is installed onto any Invacare Storm TDX powerbase,
the rear castor springs must be upgraded to a stronger rear castor spring. The
Storm TDX may be pre-ordered from Invacare with the heavy-duty castor
springs installed, otherwise the springs must be upgraded by the Dealer at the
time of installation.  The heavy-duty rear castor springs may be ordered
through Motion Concepts or directly from Invacare Corporation. 

(Invacare Corporation- ph. 800-333-6900)

NOTES
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8888....0000    ----     AAAAcccccccceeeessssssssoooorrrriiiieeeessss::::

I.  Laterals and Multi-Rails                                     
Laterals
Motion Concepts has developed two styles of laterals, one with a short latch plate

and the other with a long latch plate (see images A. and B. below).  These latch
plates are hinged to a pivot bar which allows the laterals to be locked in a forward
position to provide upper body stability for the user, or unlocked and rotated outwards
as needed for client transfers. 

Short Latch Plate

Long Latch Plate

Adjustment

Rail

A. B.

Laterals are typically designed to be mounted to the wheelchair back pan by means
of adjustment or multi-rails (see below).  The mounting method for the laterals is dic-
tated by the type of power positioning system and the type of back pan being installed.
Motion Concepts has two standard back pans* that are utilized with most of our TRx
seating systems: the Contour Back Pan, and the Curved Back Pan.  

*Note: a less common back pan -Recessed Planar (Flat) Back Pan- may also be
installed on our TRx Seating Systems; however please note that laterals installed onto
the Planar Back may only be mounted in a fixed position. 

In order to satisfy the positioning needs of the client, laterals typically contain three key
adjustable components: lateral pads (3 sizes), pivoting latch plates (2 sizes), and slot-
ted adapter brackets (2 sizes).  By utilizing the numerous combinations/ permutations
available with these key components, every lateral can be customized to satisfy the
specific needs of the user.  Refer to Figure 26. (p.115) for a complete overview of a
lateral assembly and its adjustment capabilities.

In addition to the standard lateral support application, an optional arm pad extension
can also be installed to provide further support for those who may require it (refer to
Figure 26.) 

Multi-Rails
Mulit-rails are secured directly to the back pan and will vary in
style depending on the type of back pan being installed.  The
laterals are mounted into a slide channel/ slot that runs the
entire length of multi-rail.  The channel allows the laterals to  be
adjusted (vertically) along the multi-rail to achieve the desired
height along the length of the rail.  There are several styles of
multi-rails available; each one can differ in both length and
mounting angle (see ‘profile view’ of two standard multi-rails at
right).  Shims may be also be inserted between the multi-rail
and the backpan when necessary, to adjust and achieve the
desired mounting angle.

Contour Curved
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8888....0000    ----     AAAAcccccccceeeessssssssoooorrrriiiieeeessss::::

I.  Laterals and Multi-Rails                                                    

to open latch
plate, lift up to
release locking
pin and rotate
the plate back-
wards

Locking

Pin

Lateral Pad
Available in 3 sizes:

SMALL -   5 3/8 x 3 1/2”

MEDIUM - 5 3/4 x 4”

LARGE -   6 3/4 x 4 1/2”

(sizes are approximate)

Adjustment Rail

Latch Plate (short)

Pivot Bar

Height
Adjustable
mounting
position

4” Slotted 
‘L’ Bracket*

(Optional)

Adapter
Bracket

(fixed mount)Slotted Adapter
Bracket*

(adjustable)

*Note: slotted brackets allow for a
wide range of adjustability to satisfy
the positioning needs of the client

Standard Lateral  
with Optional Arm Pad Assembly

Arm Pad (optional) 

Same as Lateral Pad

Slotted Adapter
Bracket

(adjustable)

Figure 26. - Lateral Adjustment Overview
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I.  Laterals and Multi-Rails                                                    

1” Offset Plate**

1” offset plate 1.5” offset plate

5” offset plate4” offset plate3” offset plate

2” offset plate

4” extension plate

4-hole spacer

Extension & Offset Plates (“Old-Style”)    **DISCONTINUED****DISCONTINUED**

**Note: The older style laterals are customized/
adjusted using the various extension plates, and
offset plates illustrated above 

e.g.- Lateral with Old-Style Offset Plate

TRD0157, Technical Training Manual, Rev 2.0 - January 20, 2006
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8888....0000    ----     AAAAcccccccceeeessssssssoooorrrriiiieeeessss::::

II.  Arm Pads                                                                      
Standard Arm Pads
The standard arm pad is available in two lengths: Desk Length = 10”; or Full Length = 14”. The
armpads are installed/ adjusted as follows:  (The steps listed below can be applied to both the left &
right armrest)

Desk Length Armpad Installation:
i.    The notched design on the underside of the standard arm pads

offers 3 optional forward and aft mounting locations, and the standard
armrest tube offers 2 optional mounting locations.   

ii.   Insert the 2 cap screws through the determined mounting holes in the
armrest tube and thread the screws into the appropriate mounting 
holes on the standard armrest.

Full Length Armpad Installation
i.    When installing the Full Length standard armpads, an armest exten-

sion tube (TRX0352) must be used (see image below)

ii.   Insert the extension tube into the front end of the armrest tube.

iii. Insert 2 cap screws through the appropriate mounting holes in the armrest tube and thread the 
screws into the appropriate mounting holes on the standard armrest. (Note: the front cap screw
must be also be aligned & threaded through the inserted section of the extension tube).

iv.  Insert a 3rd cap screw through the front of the extension tube and thread it into the mounting hole
at the front of the full length armpad.

Full Length Armpad

Desk Length Armpad

Armrest Extension Tube

Armrest Tube

#10-32 x 1 3/4” 
socket head cap
screws

Standard Armpad
(desk length)

NOTES
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8888....0000    ----     AAAAcccccccceeeessssssssoooorrrriiiieeeessss::::

Flat Arm Pads
The flat arm pad is available in two lengths: Desk Length = 10”; or Full Length = 14”. Both armpad
sizes are installed/ adjusted as follows:  (The steps listed below can be applied to both the left & right
armrest)

i.   The mounting slot design on the underside of the flat arm pads only
requires 2 mounting holes for installation.  (Note: If necessary, 2
holes may be drilled through the top tube of any armrest in order to 
install the flat armrest pads).

ii.   Insert the 2 hex flange nuts into the center slota on the underside of 
the armrest pad.

iii.  Insert the 2 cap screws through the mounting holes in the armrest 
tube and loosely thread the screws into each of the hex flange nuts.

iv.  Adjust (slide) the armrest pad into position along the armrest tube
and tighten the cap screws to secure the armrest into position.

II.  Arm Pads                                                                      

Contour Arm Troughs and Hand Pads
The contour arm trough is designed with both a left and right modelb.  The flat hand pad can be
installed onto both the left & right arm trough. The hand pad should be installed onto the contour arm
trough first, then the entire assembly can be installed onto the armrest tube.  Installation instructions
are as follows:  (The steps listed below can be applied to both the left and right armrest).

i.    The mounting slot design on the underside of the contour arm
trough only requires 2 mounting holes for installation.  Note: If 
necessary, 2 holes may be drilled through the top tube of any
armrest in order to install the contour arm trough.

ii.   Insert the 2 clamping bars into the inner and outer slots on the 
underside of the contour arm trough leaving half of the clamping
bar still protruding.

iii.  Secure the clamping bars to the arm trough using 2 set screws
per bar.

iv. Align the protruding ends of the clamping bars with the inner &
outer tracks of the hand pad, and slide the hand pad into position.

v. Secure the clamping bars to the hand pad using the remaining set
screws.

vi. Insert the 2 hex flange nuts into the center slota of the arm trough

vii. Insert the 2 cap screws through the mounting holes in the armrest
tube & loosely thread the screws into each of the hex flange nuts.

viii. Adjust (slide) the contour arm trough into position on the armrest
tube & tighten the cap screws to secure the armrest into position.

Desk Length Armpad

Full Length Armpad

armpad mounting slots

#10-32 x 1 3/4” 
socket head cap screw

#10-32 hex flange nut

armrest
tube

#10-32 hex
flange nut

Clamping Bar

.25 x .25
set screws

#10-32 x 1 3/4” 
socket head 
cap screw

NOTES: a - The inner and outer mounting slots may be used to offset the position of the armrest pad
(this may be required to prevent interference when the armrest assembly is flipped back)

b - The underside of the contour arm trough is stamped with an R for right and an L for left.
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Pivot Plus Footplates
The pivot plus footplate features an offset design and was engineered with both a left and right model.
The pivot plus footplates are adjustable forward and aft to one of three preset mounting locations.
Three optional mounting locations are provided for the heel strap.  In addition, the angle of the footplate
can be adjusted in four directions to meet the specific needs of the user.  (For more information, please
refer to Section 5.0- TRx Pivot Plus Legrests, Footplate Adjustment (p.97))

III.  Footplates                                                                     

Standard Footplates
Standard footplates are available in small, medium and large sizes.  The standard footplates are engi-
neered to allow the plates to be mounted on the left and/or right side.  Each footplate is adjustable for-
ward and aft to one of four preset mounting positions.  There are also two optional mounting locations
provided for the heel strap. Once mounted to a legrest, the angle of the footplates may also be adjust-
ed in four directions to meet the specific needs of the user.

footplate

mounting

locations

PIVOT PLUS FOOTPLATE

(X-Large right)
PIVOT PLUS FOOTPLATE

(X-Large left)

heel strap

mounting

locations

PIVOT PLUS FOOTPLATE

(left)

PIVOT PLUS FOOTPLATE

(right)

heel strap

mounting

locations

footplate

mounting

locations

STANDARD FOOTPLATE

(Large)

STANDARD FOOTPLATE

(Medium)

STANDARD FOOTPLATE

(Small)
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IV.  Foot Platforms                                                                

Pivot Plus Center Mount Platform
The Pivot Plus Center Mount Platforms is engineered to prevent the
user from being pushed back into the seat, and is fully adjustable to set
the correct knee pivot point for the user.   The angle of the foot platform
can be adjusted by means of a set screw, and may also be flipped up,
when necessary, for clearance.  The PP Center Mount Platform is avail-
able in both manual and power elevating styles. 

angle adjustment

set screw

90° Center Platform
The 90° Center Platforms is a fixed platform (does not elevate).  The
height and depth of the footplate is fully adjustable.  The angle of the foot
platform can also be adjusted by means of a set screw, and may be
flipped up, when necessary, for clearance.   

Center Mount Articulating Foot Platform
The Center Mount Articulating Foot Platform is engineered to extend as it
elevates to prevent the user from being pushed back into the seat. The
height and depth is adjustable to set the correct knee pivot point for the
user.  The angle of the foot platform can also be adjusted by means of a
set screw, and may be flipped up, when necessary, for clearance.  

NOTES
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V.  Headrests                                                                     

Standard Headrest
The standard headrest is made from sealed cell
urethane foam.  The headrest assembly allows
for easy adjustments for both height and depth,
and it can be locked at virtually any desired angle
due to its pivoting design.   

Onyx Headrest
The Onyx headrest is an automotive style headrest with
a leatherette fabric cover.  (Note: a full Onyx seating
system is available in the leatherette finish. The Onyx
line consists of a seat cushion, a back cushion and
headrest).   The headrest is height adjustable and can
be adjusted to different angles via the pivot block design.
The Onyx headrest is designed to fit most standard multi
offset headrest hardware.   

NOTES

Stealth Headrest
The Stealth headrest utilizes Stealth
Products “World’s Best” technology to pro-
duce a fully adjustable headrest bracket.
The design of the bracket allows the head-
rest to be extended, rotated and angled to
achieve any desired position.  These
durable joints are also designed to remain
locked following each adjustment. 

full 
adjustability
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Arm Pad Storage with Cup Holder 
The ‘flip-up’ arm pad provides a small storage compartment as well as a slide out cup holder.  The arm
pad storage compartment is molded from high durability kydex plastic.  The top of the lid (arm pad) is
covered with a sealed cell urethane foam to provide comfort for the user.

VI.  Joystick Clamp                                                              

8888....0000    ----     AAAAcccccccceeeessssssssoooorrrriiiieeeessss::::

urethane foam pad

retractable
cup holder

molded plastic 
storage compartment

Glove Box
The glove box is an easy to operate armrest storage compart-
ment.  The box is molded from high durability kydex plastic and
features a specially designed release mechanism. 

Note: The glove box is only available on Tilt and Tilt/Elevating
systems.

NOTES

VII.  Storage Compartments                                                 

Adjustable Joystick Clamp
The adjustable joystick clamp provides the ultimate in adjustability for positioning a joystick.  The unique
clamp design allows the height of the joystick to be adjusted relative to the armrest.  A lever lock on the
clamp also allows for quick and easy forward and aft adjustability of the joystick position. 

lift lever to unlock

joystick clamp

reverse view of
clamp mechanism
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ESR (extended shear reduction) 
Extended Shear Reduction minimizes the shear effect by keeping the backrest in position with the
user’s back when the seating system is reclined.  A mechanical linkage1 synchronizes the ESR with the
recline function, and glide blocks* are used to allow the back to slide smoothly along the back canes
during recline.   

VIII.  ESR                                                                             

glide blocks

- glide block assembly for

recessed planar (flat) back

- glide block for curved rigid back

ESR 
angled link

extruded 

back cane

ESR 
backpan

link

glide blocks (seat

back) slide along

back canes as the

system reclines 

- glide block for contour back

*Note: Glide block mounting positions are determined
by the back size and the use of laterals.

back post

mounting

bracket

curved back 

}**Minimum 3 1/2”

1 WARNING!
Do not overtighten pivots in the ESR linkages.  To ensure proper function of the ESR the pivot points
should be tight enough to secure the linkage during the recline function, but not too tight to restrict
motion or to cause binding in the linkages.  

**Important!
The lower glide block must be mounted high enough to avoid hitting the back-post mount-
ing bracket during the recline function (minimum 3 1/2” gap).
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IX.  Power Sliding Back                                                        
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PSB (power sliding back) 
The power sliding back utilizes an actuator to adjust the height of the back and four glide blocks* allow
the back to slide smoothly along the back canes.  The PSB can also be sychronized with the recline
function (to operate similar to the ESR function and minimize the shear effect).  The power sliding back
is ideal for quadriplegics or clients with neurological conditions such as ALS, and will allow the client to
pull up, reposition or shift their body weight.  It is available for all our standard  Motion Concepts backs
and can be operated via a single switch (toggle), or an independent switch (non-toggle).  The PSB will
also allow for better positioning of alternative drive controls such as Sip and Puff systems or Chin Level
Mounting systems

NOTES

*Note: Glide block mounting positions are determined by the back size and the use of laterals.

PSB shown in lowered position

PSB shown in raised position

Glide Blocks

PSB
ActuatorPSB

Actuator

Glide
Blocks

**Important!
The lower glide block must be mounted high enough to avoid hitting the back-post mounting
bracket during the recline function (minimum 3 1/2” gap).

}**MMiinniimmuumm
33  11//22””
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back post
mounting
bracket
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 
In an effort to assist technicians during service or maintenance on an installed seat-
ing system, wherever possible, Motion Concepts has designed our TRx power posi-
tioning systems with an Easy Access Service Equipment (E.A.S.E.) feature.  This
unique design allows the entire seating system to pivot around a single axis, and pro-
vides access to perform maintenance or repairs to the power base (without having to
perform any major disassembly of seating system).  To utilize the EASE feature on
most systems, the removal of 2-4 bolts is all that is required   The “EASE” feature
allows access to the batteries in one of three methods: Flip-Back Access, Flip-
Forward Access, and Flip-Side Access.  

In certain powerbases, battery access is available via a front or rear battery door that
can be maintained following installation of the TRx seating system.  

With our power elevating seat (PES) systems, battery access typically requires the
seating system to be elevated first in order to gain the necessary battery access.  

Warning! When servicing systems with the EASE feature- to prevent personal injury
and damage to the system, ensure that the seat is in the upright position* and the
power is disconnected prior to removing any hardware (*unless tilting the system is
required to gain battery access).

i. Flip Back Access
Systems that flip back for EASE access generally require the removal of two bolts
(typically on the mounting pins) at the front of the seating system.  A retention cable is
used to support the seating system in the open position.  

Caution! To prevent personal injury and damage to the system, obtain assistance when
lifting, if necessary, and raise the system slowly until the retention cable is pulled taut.

 
JJ1111//JJ1144  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  
  LLooww  PPrroo  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  
  SSuuppeerr  LLooww//  SSiinnggllee  PPiivvoott    

SSyysstteemmss  

Jazzy 1113 CGT  Pronto M91 LP CGT  Jazzy 1650 SL* 

Jazzy 1122 CGT  Pronto M94 LP CGT   

X-Terra CGT     

M91 Recline-Only     

M71 Recline-Only     

2G/ 3G Storm CGT     

 

e.g. J1122 CGT

(with J11 sub-system)

Front
Mounting
Pin

2 bolts to be removed from front mounting pins

Note: In order to better illustrate the bolt
locations, the seating system illustrated
above is in the tilt/recline position.  The
chair should be placed in the upright posi-
tion prior to utilizing the EASE function. 

Front
Bolt
(x2)
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 
ii. Flip Forward Access
Systems that flip forward for EASE access generally require the removal of four bolts (typically from the
four mounting pins).  Once the necessary bolts are removed, the seating system will pivot forward
around the front brace assembly.    

Caution! To prevent personal injury and damage to the system, obtain assistance when lifting the system.
Carefully lift the seating system up and forward until the system is resting on the floor in front of the
power base, or until the retention cable is pulled taut (depending on the type of system).

NOTES

 
JJ1111//JJ1144  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  
  LLooww  PPrroo  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  

Jazzy 1170 CGT  Quickie Freestyle 
(F11) LP CGT 

Jazzy 1400 CGT  Quickie Freestyle 
(M11) LP CGT 

Jazzy 1420 CGT   

Jazzy 1470 CGT   

Pronto M91 CGT   

 

e.g. J1400 CGT

(with J14 sub-system)

Remove bolts (x4) from each mounting pin location

Note: In order to better illustrate the bolt
locations, the seating system shown is
in the tilt/recline position.  The chair
should be placed in the upright position
prior to utilizing the EASE function. 

carefully lift/rotate
system around
front pivot

front pivot

mounting pins
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 
iii. Flip Side Access
Systems that flip to the side for EASE access generally require the removal of two bolts at a hinged
bracket location on one side** of the seating system.  A retention cable is used to support the seating
system in the open position.

**Important! Be sure to remove the bolts from the same side of the base that the Retention Cable is
installed.

Caution! To prevent personal injury and damage to the system, obtain assistance when lifting and
raise the system slowly until the retention cable is pulled taut.

NOTES

 
JJ1111//JJ1144  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  
  LLooww  PPrroo  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss  

Pronto M71 CGT  Jazzy 1113 LP CGT 

   

Hinge Bracket

Retention
Cable

2 bolts to be removed from Hinge Bracket 

(from same side as retention cable)

e.g. Pronto M71 CGT

(with J14 sub-system)
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 
iv. Rear and Front Battery Door Access (No E.A.S.E. Required)
Certain power positioning systems do not require a built-in EASE feature. These particular systems
provide sufficient access for service and maintenance without having to tilt/ flip the seating system
out of the way.  These systems maintain their battery access (typically via a front or rear battery door)
even after the installation of our TRx power positioning system.  Please refer to the following tables/
examples indicating the seating systems with rear or front battery door access.  

 
JJ1111//JJ1144  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss    LLooww  PPrroo  
SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss    SSuuppeerr  LLooww//  SSiinnggllee  PPiivvoott    

SSyysstteemmss  

2G/ 3G Storm CGT  2G/ 3G Storm LP CGT  Quickie P220/222 SL 

Blast 650/850/HD CGT  Quickie S626/S646 LP CGT  2G/ 3G Storm SL 

Quickie S626/S646 CGT  Quickie P220/222 LP CGT  Blast 650/850/HD SL 

Quick ie S525 CGT     

Quickie P220/222 CGT     

Rear Battery Door

Example - Rear Battery Access- Quickie S646 LP CGT

battery tray slides
out for access

NOTES
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 

 
JJ1111//JJ1144  

SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss    LLooww  PPrroo  
SSuubb--SSyysstteemmss    SSuuppeerr  LLooww//  SSiinnggllee  PPiivvoott    

SSyysstteemmss  

Storm TDX CGT  S to rm TDX SL  CGT  Storm TDX SL 

  Jazzy 1121 LP CGT  Pronto M91 SL* 

    Jazzy 1121 SL* 

    Jazzy 1122 SL* 

    Jazzy 1400 SL* 

    Jazzy 1420 SL* 

* Note: in order to access/ remove the batteries from these powerbases, it may be
necessary to tilt these seating systems first.

iv. Rear and Front Battery Door Access (No E.A.S.E. Required) .... Cont’d

Front Battery Door

Example - Front Battery Access- Storm TDX SL CGT

front shroud

remove upper battery
door screws (x2) and
lower front door to
access batteries

NOTES
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I.  E.A.S.E. (Easy Access Service Equipment) 
v. Battery Access for PES Systems
Power elevating seat (PES) systems typically allow access to the batteries by elevating the seating sys-
tem.  In the case of depleted batteries, all our PES systems are installed with a C53 Actuator By-Pass
Cable, which allows the seating system to be raised using an external power supply. (please refer to
Figure 25. - Installation of the C53 Actuator By-Pass Cable (p.103)).
The batteries for a PES system are typically installed on either side of the PES actuator.  One battery
is often accessible via a front or rear battery door, while the second battery must be accessed from the
top of the powerbase. 

Example: Battery Access for a PES seating system on a Storm TDX.

FRONT
REAR

WARNING! When installing the TRx system make sure that the battery terminals have sufficient clearance
(at least 1”) from the TRx system components.  If necessary, re-orient the batteries to achieve this clearance.  
RED(+) cables must be connected to positive(+) battery terminals.  
BLACK(-) cables must be connected to negative(-) battery terminals.  
Failure to follow these instructions may result in personal injury and/or damage to your power chair.

rear battery
compartment

forward battery
compartment

PES Actuator

Battery Tray

Battery Tray (Top View)

Rear Battery

PES Actuator

Front Battery

+

-

-

+

e.g.Storm TDX

(with PES System)
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Safety Inspection Checklist

Item Initially Monthly 6 Months Periodically

� load test batteries (individually) X X

� ensure batteries are clean (free from corrosion/ 

moisture/ dirt)
X X

� ensure connections are tight and clean X X

� check for pinches or pulls in wiring (over full 
range of seating system) X X

� Inspect for wear & tear damage to wires X X

� ensure connections are secure X X

� ensure no interference/ sticking during system 

operation (over full range of seating system)
X X

� Inspect for excessive noise or grinding X X

� mounting hardware (seating system to 

powerbase)
X X

� ensure all nuts and bolts are secure X X

� Inspect that all pivot points are operating 

smoothly & freely and secured (do not overtighten)
X X

� check limit switch settings X X

� ensure DLO functions correctly
X

X

� ensure channel is free from dirt/ dust/ grime X X

� lightly lubricate slide channel, if necessary, 

using a non-lithium/ non aerosol cleaner
X

Batteries

Glide Blocks and Track Maintenance 

Limit Switches 

Tightening & Alignment ( hardware)

Actuators (where applicable)

Electrical / Wiring Harnesses

II.  Safety Inspection Checklist

NOTES
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III.  Battery Testing

i)  Battery Case Draw Test

1.  Inspect battery for signs of corrosion, moisture and/or dirt that
could lead to unnecessary discharge of the battery.
2.  Test with Voltmeter by placing one lead on the Positive (+) bat-
tery terminal
3.  Drag the other lead across the battery case (in different loca-
tions).
4.  Voltmeter should read 0 (zero) if the battery is not discharging

ii)  No Load Voltage Testing
Test to determine the state of charge of the battery.  Refer to the illustration below for testing instruc-
tions. 

WARNING! Never attempt a voltage measurement with a test lead in the AMP (A) or MILLIAMP
(mA) input terminal.  You may be injured or cause damage to the voltmeter.

MOTOR

CONTROLLER

Lead on positive terminal

Drag second lead across

battery case
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Additional Notes:                                                               
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Additional Notes:                                                               
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NOTES

NNNNooootttteeeessss::::

Additional Notes:                                                               
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